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World Leaders_
Attend Sadat's
Funeral Services
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — Anwar
Sadat, "hero of war and peace,"
was laid to rest today beneath the
burning sun of his beloved Egyptian desert — a martyr to those
who admired him, a slain traitor
to his Arab enemies.
A phalanx of Egyptian military
and world leaders, including three
American presidents and Israel's
prime minister, escorted the
assassinated Egyptian president
to his temporary grave, at the
pyramid-like tomb of the unknown
soldier.
The site; on a military parade
ground in Cairo's northeast
suburb of Nasr, or Victory City, is
within sight of the reviewing stand
where Sadat was killed Tuesday in
a blaze of assassins' gunfire.
Draped in a red-white-and-black
Egyptian flag, the coffin ' was
carried down into the narrow,
white-marble tomb by 13
pallbearers who included the slain
.president's 25-gear-old son,
Gamal. A steel helmeted guard of
honor presented arms,_ and
--.
riflemen fired salutes
Above the tomb, a black stone
memorial noted in golden Arabic
letters: "The pious president
Mohammed Anwar Sadat, hero of
war and peace who was martyred
for his principles, died on Oct. 6,
1981:"
As the coffin was lowered into
the tomb, Sadat's black-clad
widow, Jihan, lost her composure
for the first time in the ceremony
and burst into uncontrolled weeping. Her youngest daughter,
Jihan, cried on her shoulder.
Another daughter, Lubna, held
her right arm.
After a clergyman intoned final

Moslem prayers, stone slabs were
placed over the entrance to seal
the tomb.
His remains will lie there until
completion of a marble
mausoleum nearby.
Most non-Moslem delegations
left at the end of the procession
and before the graveside
ceremony.
"With ou: blood and our souls
we sacrifice ourselves to Sadat!"
male mourners chanted as blackrobed women, holding up pictures
of the murdered president, sobbed
nearby.
Attended by blue-bereted
presidential guards,
paratroopers, artillerymen and
other military units, a horsedrawn caisson had borne Sadat's
casket to the funeral.
Sadat's handpicked successor,
Hosni .Mubarak, walked beside
Gamal Sadat in the front rank of
the official mourners trailing the
caisson.
For the procession, the widow,
bareheaded and composed,
sat in the reviewing-stand where
Sada was slain. According to
Moslem custom, her three
daughters and other women
mourners also sat in the stand, not
taking part in the procession.
The Egyptian president's daring as a peacemaker with Israel
had made him a hero to the West,
but a traitor in the eyes of much of
the Arab world. That could be
seen in the makeup of the foreign
mourning party, whose dominant
members were from the West.
Secretary of State Alexander M.
Haig Jr. and all three living
former U.S. presidents — Richard
Continued On Page Two

Mubarak Pledges
To Pursue Peace
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — Vice
President Hosni Mubarak,
Egypt's new leader, reassured
Israeli Prime Minister Menachem
Begin he will pursue the legacy of
peace left by slain President Anwar Sadat, a high-ranking Israeli
source says.
-Mubarak was very close to
President Sadat, and shares his
views on many issues that affect
relations between Egypt and
Israel," the source said following
Friday's 40-minute meeting between Mubarak and Begin.
"We have full confidence that
his reassurances are sincere,"
said the source, who did not want
to be identified.
Begin, in the Egyptian capital
for Sadat's funeral today, was the
first head of government to meet
Mubarak since the assassination.
The meeting was seen here as a
gesture of good will by the
president-designate.
The Israeli leader, who arrived
amid tight security, also visited
Sadat's widow Jihan, and after
they kissed she burst into tears,
Israeli sources said. The visit

lasted 45 minutes but the sources
declined to give other details.
"At this time Of sadness to Mrs.
Sadat, to the children, the
president-elect, the government
and the people of Egypt: we mortals cannot find words to console
you," Begin said. "May God
almighty console all of you."
Sadat, who led Egypt in the 1973
war against Israel, broke the cycle of violence that bound the two
nations for almost 30 years when
he made his historic trip to
Jerusalem in November 1977. He
was gunned down Tuesday by
Moslem fundamentalist assassins
in a Cairo military parade.
Mubarak had met BegIn several
times during the past four years of
peace talks. Their relations have
sometimes been strained by
remarks in the heat of
negotiations.
Mubarak greeted Begin and his
delegation at the doorsteps of the
president-designate's two-story.
villa in the northeast Cairo suburb
of Helipolis. They shook hands
solemnly.

CITY

Judicial Board
Hearing Halted
By Federal Judge
'

A temporary restrainuig order blockuig a judicial board hearing at Murray State University was issued Friday afternoon by
federal Judge Charles Allen.
Allen's order, issued in U.S Distnct Court at Louisville, was
prompted by a lawsuit filed by attorneys on behalf of Deborah S
Yates, 21 an MSU senior

Yates was to have appeared before the MSU judicial board in a
3:30 p.m. hearing Friday. Allen's order prohibits MSU from conducting the hearing for a period of ten days
Yates' lawsuit alleges her constitutional rights, as provided
under the Fourteenth Amendment, have ueen denied by the procedures used at the university. The lawsuit names MSU and
Frank Julian, vice president for student development, as defendants.
Friday's hearing before the judicial board was scheduled to
hear testimony concerning an incident involving Yates. Lee M
Wise and Lynn Babb,also MSU students.
As a result of the Sept. 1 incident, Wise and Babb previously appeared before both the judicial board and District Judge Sid
Easley. Following the charges made by Yates and the arrest of
Babb and Wise, the two then levied charges against Yates before
the board.
Yates' attorney Tom Osborne said when university officials
refused her access to a list of =witnesses scheduled to testify in the
bearing,statements made by those witnesses prior to the hearing,
a written statement of the acts which she is accused and the right
to have legal counsel present at the hearing he decided to file the _
civil rights action.
Both university.attorney James Overby and Julian, refused
comment on the litigation.

WHAT LIES AHEAD -- A trip down this country path could find
outdoor lovers in the midst of a tobacco barn, a pond or a farmer's
field'very near ready for fall harvest. The recent cool weather and
autumn-like colors of the trees hint of the fresh season lying ahead in
the next few weeks.
Staff Photo by Jennie Gordon

Gourmet Cabaret. Planned
• The Murray-Calloway County
Cofnmunity Theatre's fall season
Gourmet Cabaret will be
presented at t p.m. Oct. 16-18 at
the "Playhouse in the Park"in the
Murray-Calloway County Park.
Gourmet desserts, coffee and
cold drinks will be served as
talented singers and musicians
perform Broadway show tunes in
the old freight depot.
The shows, similar to the highly
successful summer season's performances, will be the last three
dessert theatre productions this

year. Songs from such great Broadway musicals as "Camelot,""My
Fair Licly," "Mame" and "Kiss
Me Kate" will be performed.
Tickets are $3.50 per person and
include desserts and the show.
Reservations are recommended,
since seating is limited.
For information and reservations, call the Community Theatre
Ticketline at (502) 759-1752 or visit
the box office at the "Playhouse in
the Park" between 10 a.m. and 4
p.m. Tuesday through Friday.

Library Hosts Dedication
The other garden is located in
The Friends of the Calloway
of the Library Arts Annex
back
County Public Library and the
Library Trustees will host a and will be designated as the VerGarden Dedication Party Sunday, non Hale Memorial Garden. The
Oct. 11, from 3-5 p.m. The public is Hale family donated the plot to the
library in 1980.
invited to attend.
The gardens will be used for
be
Dr.
Featured speakers will
Thomas Clark, Kentucky author library and community functions
and historian. Clark will speak and will be landscaped in phases
briefly on Kentucky's cultural as funding permits.
A landscape committee, comprogress, and James Nelson,
director of the State Library posed of several community and
university persons, library staff,
System.
Friends members, meet on a
and
One of the gardens is located at
the rear of the main library facili- regular basis to insure the conty and is named The Max & tinuation of all phases of garden
Mavis Hurt Reading Garden." planting and design. Much of the
Contributions from friends and funding for landscaping was
family in honor of the Hurts' 50th •donated by individuals as
and 60th wedding anniversary memorials and by the Friends of
established funds for landscaping the Library Organization.
Anyone who wishes to make a
the garden.
contribution to the garden and
grounds project is welcome to do
so. A record of all contributions
is kept in a permanent record:.
"The garden party promises to
be a delightful event as the
speakers are outstanding Kentuckians and the food and drinks
are prepared by excellent cooks,"
commented Ronnie Jackson,
chairman of the Library Trustees.
"The public inordialy invited
to attend and the dedication
ceremonies will begin at 3:30 with
the rest of the time allocated to
lours and a social',um," he said.
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GRAPHIC ARTS EXECS MEET — Printing executives froin throughout the nation attended the sixth annual Graphic Arts Technology advisory committee meeting at Murray State University Friday. left to right,
back row, Gene Bailey, MSU-GAT; Robert Soelke,Sun Chemical; Bruce i3enton, Courier Graphics: Barkley
and
Bell, Gatchel's; Sam Fleming, DuPont; Steve Horwood, MSU-GAT; Ken Winters, dean of the industry
CarJimmy
Donnelly;
R.
R.
Johnson,
John
Gravure;
Standard
Anderson,
Jim
row:
Front
Technology Dept.
GAT,
man, Nashville Electragraphics; John Mack Carter, Good Housekeeping; Thomas E Gray,chairman,
secretary.
Perkink,
Silvio Mayolo, Westvaco; Ruth
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"I hope you feel as I do," Bush
WASHINGTON (API - Calling
Moammar Khadafy "dangerous said, "that we have got to support
to Egypt, to Israel ... to peace," our friends against the Soviet
Vice President George Bush says threat, against fanatics like
Cuban President Fidel) Castro
the $8.5 billion arms sale to Satich
Arabia is the very least the United and.Khadafy."
Bush accused the Soviets of "the
States can do to counter Soviet
weapons shipments to the'Ayer* buildup of a war machine" and
suggested Khadafy or Castro
leader.
"If this sale falls through, might touch off use of that
danger BM -ahead," Bush said machine.
"We must recognize that Act
Friday.
Bush called Khadafy •'a bit Three might not necessarily open
player, true. But he's an with another Soviet invasion like
egomaniac who would trigger the one in Afghanistan," Bush
World War III just to make said. "No, the scene might be
opened by some ,bit player like
headlines."
The arms sale, which includes Castro, or Khadafy, or some other
five AWACS — or Airborne Warn- surrogate of the Soviet Union."
President Reagan on Friday
ing and Control System — radar
planes and weaponry for F-15- jet picked up another Senate supfighters, is a key to U.S. plans to porter of the AWACS sale, Thad
sell arms to friendly Arab coun- Cochran, R -,Miss. But an
tries to deter Soviet aggression Associated Press- count showed
and "dangerous" men like the Senate stil lined up against the
Khadafy, Bush told the National sale, 57-10-31.
Press Club.
"With the Soviets selling
bombers, missiles, submarines to
people like Khadafy, the very
least we can do is allow our
All Calloway County schools will
friends to buy essential, defensive
dismissed at 1 p.m. Tuesday,
be
said.
systems from us," Bush
Bush said of Khadafy,"He's the Oct. 13, to allow for parentworld's principal terrorist, and teacher conferences.
Parents of all Calloway County
trainer of terrorists. He's
students are encouraged by
school
dangerous to Egypt, to Israel and
school officials to schedule aphe's dangerous to peace."
At one point, Bush turned to the pointrnents with teachers of their
television cameras and urged the children.
Appointments will be scheduled
public to put pressure on their
2 p.m and,6, school ofbetween
senators and congressmen to apficials said
prove the AWACS sale.

Conference
Set At Schools

Noted Historian To Speak
To MSU Library Associates
Dr. Thomas Clark, dean of Kentucky historians, will be the guest
speaker at the Monday, Qct. 12,
dinner meeting of the Associates
of Murray State University
Libraries(AMSUL).
Clark has abthored many books
and has spoken throughout the
United States. He specializes in
history of Kentucky and of the
south.
His subject will be "Kentucky —
Lend of Contrast." Reservations may be made by

sunny
and mild
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Bush Says AWAC Sale
Will Counter Soviets
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Partly sunny and mild on
Sunday with highs in the low
70s.Vincis light southeast on
Sunday.
cloudy Monday and
Tuesday and a Cuasig::eui
rain about Wednesday. Morning lows in the mid 40s to
mid 50s Monday and 'in the
50s Tuesday and Wednes•
day.

racily

calling June Whitford at 762-2291
during the day and Ruble Smith at
753-3719 at night.
"All interested people are invited to the dinner in the Reading
Room of the Pogue Library," Mrs.
Harry Sparks, AMSUL president
said.
The purpose of AMSUL are to
promote the appreciation of
libraries and their essential roles
in the cultural advancement of the
region and to increase support for
the university libraries'
resources.
The Murray State libraries, according to Dean Edwin C.
Strohecker, hope to become if
"pulsating force" for the citizens
"
of West Kentucky
Persona attending the dinner
may become charter members of
AMSUL, Sparks said. Contributions to the organization are tax
deductible and the public is urged
.
to join, she added.
acheduled
Several
to appear throughout-the year to
enhance the services of the
libraries, Sparks said.
Other Associate's officers include Smith, vice president; Betty Hornsby, secretary, and Mrs
Ben Smith, Eddyville, treasurer
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'Fear Of Unknown'Creates
Opposition To Succession
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — governor should serve again. I nor, and the longer he is there, the
Many who oppose the proposed think that is the right of the greater the opportunity.
Leary said it was a question of
succession amendment do so people," Atkins said.
because of "phantom reasons,
Atkins said that 44 states allow "politics — I started to say politics
ghost logic.. or the fear of the their governors to succeed pure and simply but it's not so
unknown," according to state themselves and said "the issue is pure,just simple."
"I think it's pure," Atkins said.
Finance Secretary George Atkins. not really abuse of power, it's do
"TheyAra afraid the governor __1111 _trust the people to make a "It's a principle of Detnocratic
right and privilege."
would be too powerful," Atkins dedision?"
Countered Leary: "Brown
said Friday during a debate with
Leary disagreed. "I know only
Joseph Leary, a Frankfort lawyer about Kentucky, but I know about wants to run again, he has the
money to finance it...and that's
and adviser to many governors Kentucky," he said.
over the past 45 years. He is not an
He said that he believes the the long and short of the whole
issue is abuse of power by a gover- business."
advlser to Gov.John Y. Brown Jr.
The, amendment would allow
state officers, including the governor, as well as sheriffs to succeed
themselves in office.
The reasons that are given are
that, it's an abusive power, a
misuse of power, that should
make you vote against it," Atkins
said in the 35-minute debate
NEW LONDON, Conn. (AP) —
before newspaper publishers and
was,"she said.
editors at the state meeting of After three years of study, scienBut one scientist said not all the
Associated Press newspapers in tists say they learned a few things team members are convinced the
about the Shroud of Turin, but two image is human. Eric Jumper, an
Kentucky.
"But we don't have the gover- basic mysteries remain — how the engineer at the US. Air Force
nors of old," said Atkins. He said image of a man was imprinted on Institute of Technology, said that
that merit laws protect state the cloth and whether that image while the theory that the form is
employees,and restrictions on use was made by the body of Jesus that of a man fits the evidence
of personal service contracts and Christ.
"there have been people who have
The image on the cloth is that of objected to that on the team."
capital construction funds prevent
abuses of a governor's power that a "scourged, crucified man," said
He said the skeptics "do not
Joan Janney of the 40-member have an explanation but are not
have occurred in the past.
Leary, however, said "a good Shroud of Turin Research Project. willing to accept (the human imBut, she said, that image is "an age)as a positive conclusion."
governor, a qualified governor
mystery and until further
unor
ongoing
bad
a
And
it.
hanging
need
doesn't
tongue
his
The report of the privately conwith
side
his
on
rests
tiger,
2-year-old Siberian
/
OPEN WIDE — Bulba, a 11
this ducted research said the image
by
perhaps
have
made,
are
shouldn't
tests
in
were
governor
Both
qualified
Seattle.
in
teeth
baby
cat's
big
the
of
one
removes
D.V.M.,
Laughlin,
C.
Daniel
out as
group of scientists or perhaps by was, however, produced by
it.
Seattle with the Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus. Bulbs, who was tranquilized during
scientist in the future, the "direct contact with the body,
go,
and
come
some
them
exseen
is
he
"I've
However,
show.
circus
the
of
part
be
to
enough
mature
yet
not
is
dentist,
his visit with the
(of whether it is Christ's which explains certain features."
so
not
some
and
problem
ones
good
the
(AP
pected to join the tiger actsometime next year.
- Laserphoto)
good," Leary said."I've yet to see burial garment) remains
"However, while this type of
any governor who (ran) in the unsolved."
contact might explain some of the
A statement issued by the group features of the torso, it.is totally
primary on any issue...and had
any difficulty getting the legisla- Friday at the start of a sym- incapable of explaining the image
posium on the controversial cloth of the face with the high resolution
tion to put it through."
"Any program which he ad- said its research had determined that has been amply
vocates, and on which he is "that the shroud image is that of a demonstrated by photography,"
nominated by his party, can be real human form, of a scourged, their report said.
The report also said the scienthe subcommittee Tuesday, no matter where they travel," he passed in his first session of the crucified man. It is not the proFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
stains
blood
The
artist.
an
said.
Leary
of
duct
Assembly,"
General
were unable to create a
tists
State Justice Secretary Neil
Campbell said.
added.
knows what he's doing are composed of hemoglobin."
he
"If
image through
similar"
Welch made the decision to hire a
State Rep. Bob Jones, DCampbell said the contract with
•
Ms. Janney, a scientist at the experiments.
New York security firm to protect
Crestwood, who heads .the sub- Dunn Hill would "provide better four years is enough."
Atkins disagreed, saying that if National Science Laboratory in
The team that examined the
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. and his
committee, said he had not security at hopefully no more
manager in business or govern- Los Alamos, N.M., said she didn't shroud is presenting the results of
a
family while in New York, the
discussed the contract with other costs."
ment is successful, "at the end of think it was possible for scientists its investigation to some 1,000 pargovernor says.
panel members.
"This will cut down on trips to
The contract with Dunn Hill In"Of course, basically, we all New York by our troopers," four years you should be able to to decide whether the image is ticipants, including scientists and
Christ's.
religious pilgrims, at a three-day
ternational was signed Aug. 24 by
know it (contract) would be for Campbell said. "Where we were renew his contract.
"I don't think the classical conference at Connecticut
"We should not be making deciKentucky State Police CommisPhyllis," Jones said. "I'm sure sending three troopers, we'll now
sions in Frankfort on whether the scientific method can prove who it College.
there will be quite a few questions be able to send one."
sioner Marion Campbell. It calls
for body guards and chauffeur
about it."
service at ;20 an hour, up to
Brown defended the contract,
$18,000 through July 1. Dunn Hill
saying that his wife oftens works
employees also would be reimfor the state while in New York.
••• Continued From Page One
bursed for travel and personal ex"Wherever Phyllis 'goes, she's
penses up to $2,000.
the state's first lady," Brown said. M. Nixon, Gerald R. Ford and heads of the assassins will never uniformed killers were Moslem ed stretched into the distance.
Most Arab leaders stayed home.
fundamentalists, Egyptian ofU. Gov. Martha Layne Collins
"The truth is that every time she's Jimmy Carter — led the stop it," said one.
Their states ostracized Sadat for
It was the first mass expression ficials said.
and members of her family also
gone up there she's ended up American delegation.
Security was extremely tight at making peace with Israel —
would receive the services, but
working on Save the Mansion or
Alone among the assembled of grief seen in Cairo streets since
points throughout the ci- beginning with his dramatic 1977
sensitive
killing.
the
her chief aide, Dr. Bob Davis, said
something
crafts
or
promoting
world leaders, Israeli Prime
The 62-year-old Sadat was fatal- ty today. Machine gun-mounted trip to Jerusalem and followed by
Mrs. Collins planned to have any
that is good for the state in addi- Minister Menachem Begin walked
mention of her family deleted
tion to her own business."
the half-mile from his hotel to the ly wounded in a barrage of bullets jeeps were posted at strategic the Camp David accords and the
from the contract.
The Browns maintain a New funeral,surrounded by Israeli and last Tuesday during a military locations and helicopters circled 1979 peace treaty.
President Reagan, himself the'
The Legislature's Personal SerYork apartment where Mrs. Egyptian security guards. Begin parade at the Nasr grounds overhead.
At the burial site, lines of white- target of an assassin last March,
vice Contract Review Committee
Brown stays while working as a could not use a vehicle without commemorating the 1973 ArabIsraeli War. His military- uniformed police with arms lock- stayed away.
must approve-the agreement.
sportscommentator for CBS.
violating the Jewish sabbath.
"I questioned whether we needAccording to Frank Ashley,
The general Egyptian public
ed to send even one state trooper
Brown's press secretary, CBS was barred from the ceremony.
with us. but I'm no security expicks up costs for Mrs.sBrown's But several hundred weeping and
pert," Brown said. "I trust them
transportation and other costs wailing Egyptians converged on a
(Welch and other state-law enwhen she is working for the nearby desert highway, blackforcement officials) to make the
network.
robed women holding up pictures
decision. I have to have someone
"The state pays none of the of the murdered president, and
on the number of
to think about security."
costs associated with Mrs. men chanting, "With our blood
FRANKFORT, Ky. closed its jail, the 120th, tallied the jails rated in inmates.
the excellent category.
Campbell said his office was
Brown's business career, such as and our souls we sacrifice (AP) — It may come as in 1978.
The report said this
The survey covered
figuring the cost of the protecting
her work in New York when she is Ourselves to Sadat!"
no surprise that 59 perThe survey was taken county jails ranging in promotes overcrowding
Brown, first lady Phyllis George
on "NFL Today"," Ashley said.
In several Cairo neighborhoods, cent of Kentucky's jails under a federal grant,
and leads to inequities in
Brown, Mrs. Collins and members
"The state police feels strong in banners strung across streets paid have been rated as poor and part of the data was age from five years to a state revenue
in
facility
202-year-old
of her family while in New York.
providing security for Mrs. Brown tribute to the fallen leader. "The in a new study, but a supplied by the Kentucky
distribution.
That information will be given to
and the governor, under state law, march of Sadat will continue, the handful of facilities also Jailers' Association Nelson County.
One study recommenwere
quality
and
"Age
are rated as excellent — under a state contract.
is that the fee
dation
the
with
directly related,
and they contain more
should be
system
the
being
facilities
'better
oni
subcommittee
The
than one-third of the
the modified or eliminated to
facilities,"
newer
joint
interim
the
of
jails
average daily inmates
assure fairness in
Committee on Counties study said.
daily distributing state money.
average
The
This information was and Special Districts population of Kentucky's
"Counties should be rereleased Thursday by the heard an outline of the jails is 3,000, about 10 to 1 quired to contribute
state Justice report, but took no males.
specified amounts In
Department, which immediate action.
The study said order to receive state
Jefferson, Fayette, operating the jail system funds," the report said.
recommended
renovating or closing 46 of Barren,, Henderson, statewide costs about $17 "Excess fees should be
Christian and million a year, with the eliminated."
the 119 county jails.
It also called for a basic
Washington County Muhlenberg counties con- state contributing $9
set of standards for all
amount.
this
of
million
0
II ID I,
41• ••0
IP io
The report gave a mix- jails.
•
Finally, the study
ed outlook on a situation
which has been focused on the growing
dampened by lack of ad- sentiment toward
ditional state and local regionalization of jails, a
proposal also floundering
funds to improve jails.
$12.00-15.00
*Ladies Dress Boots
It noted that three of 10 currently because of lack
*Ladies Name Brand
jail inmates on the of money.
"The need for a fully
average are there for
FD Samples and Factory
alcohol-related offenses, operational jail in each of
$6.99
•• The Murray SQUARANADERS invite: with the exception of Kentucky's counties
Returns
should be reviewed in
you to begin SQUARE DANCE lessons. drunk driving.
*
•Men's & Ladies Acmelight of present occupan•starting Oct. 11, 18, & 25, W.0. W. Hall,• However, by next July, cy
$30.00 & Up
Texas FD Boots
rates and anticipated
efinto
goes
law
state
a
"Murray, 1:30-4:00 p.m. Lessons will be•
• fect decriminalizing occupancy rates after
$14.00
•
•Childrens Western Boots
•on the 2nd, 3rd, & 4th Sunday after-• public intoxication.
decriminalization of
$24.00
•Men's Leather Hi Tops
•noons, $4 per. lesson per couple, first• "The removal of the public intoxication," the
•
$16.00
*Converse Poly 500 Hi Tops
_• lesson FREE. Partner needed.
public inebriate from jail survey said.
sway
or
finger
or
toe
will cause a notable "Adjoining counties
your
tap
*9 West Are Here
• Do you
in the occupan- with low occupancy rates
decrease
rhythmic
good
hear
you
when
•just a bit
$28.00
3Styles
the jails," the should be encouraged to
of
rate
cy
•
•music?
$8.00-16.00
said. "The 15.7 per- share facilities. While it
study
•Men's Shoes
•• Do you enjoy being with other nice: cent (estimated) is recognized that
• decrease will have a substantial
•friendly people?
• Would you like a hobby that both hus-• significant consequence transportation costa.
• od the rues received from would be incurred, it is
▪ band and wife can enjoy toyether?
state for jail opera- believed that they would
: If you answered YES to these questions: the
the be significantly lower
• tion ... Overall,
•you'll love SQUARE DANCING!
smaller jails will be af- than the costs of maintaining the jails."
•For More Information call
fected more."
1303 Chesnut (Across From Dixieland Center)
The fee system is the Kentucky is the only
Saturday 10-5
• major source of revenue state to retain the elected
Friday 12-7
• Monday-Thursday 10-5
• for operating Kentucky's office jailer. The report
•
• jails and is based solely made no recommenda%•••••••••••••••••••••••
tion on that.

Mysteries Remain
About Shroud
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To Hire Security Firm For Browns
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Today In History

Block Grant,Progranti
Is 'People Success'
Last May, the Department of
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Of- Housing and Urban Development
ficials from 14 states have been
a letter to governors explaintold that Kentucky has experienc- sent
demonstration programs,
the
ing
ed success with the block grant
she said. HUD wanted "to see ifs
program.
state role is a good reilitee a vital —
"It's been a success.7.1rpeople role."
success," said Sally Hamilton,
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. was
deputy commissioner of the
much interested in the pro-very
Department of Community and
Ms. Hamilton added, and
gram,
Regional Development. "We just he thought it would be a good ophope that next year we can make
portunity for Kentucky.
It more of one. What we don't want
Kentucky and Wisconsin are the
to do is stop and sit on our states that grabbed up the
laurels."
opportunity to take over control of
The Small Cities Community the block grant program.
Development Block Grant Forum,
Noting that this was a Carter adsponsored by her office, allowed ministrative initiative, she said
the Kentucky.officials to explain the Reagan administration came
"where we missed the mark" and in and really began to focus on the
tell "what did work," she said.
demonstration program.
Ms. Hamilton said the purpose
of the meeting, attended by about
WRITE A LETTER
75 persons, was "to share with
Letters to the editor are welcomed
those other states the things we
did seize under the
nd encouraged. All letters must be
igned by the writer and the writer's
demonstration."
"Other states right now are in
ddress and phone number must be
the process of deciding whether 'ncluded for verification. The phone
umber will not be published.
they want to take up the administration's offer of parLetters should be typewritten and
ticipating in the demonstration," double-spaced whenever possible
she said.
and should be on topics of general
"I think the states that were interest.
Editors reserve the right to
here today are_going to choose to
run the program,"she added.
condense or reject any letter and
Several southeastern states
• •t frequent writers.
were represented at the forum, in-,
Address correspondence to:
eluding Maryland, West Virginia,
ditor, The Murray Ledger &
Tennessee, Ohio, Alabama, Times,Box 32, Murray,Ky.42071.
Arkansas and Louisiana.

Washington Today

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
A Douglas DC-3 airplane, owned
by Michigan-Wisconsin Pipe Line
Company, landed at Kyle Field.
Fixed Base Operator Ed Adams
said "the aircraft was one of the
largest if not the largest plane to
ever land her."
Deathil reported included

Charles A. Johnson, 52, Gus
Farley, 75, and Finis B. Stubblefield,88.
Births reported included a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Grover Oakley,
Oct.6.
The children of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter H.Conner planned a recep-

20 Years Ago

Rex Billington, recently named
as superintendent of Murray
By Walter R. Mears Sanitation, was pictured atop the
new International crawler type
tractor the city purchased to use
in connection with the sanitary
land fill garbage disposal system.
Also pictured with Billington were
en Charles M. Baker,
Councilm
from
tragedy
's
wake of yesterday
proceeding with a program which
we have very carefully considered
to be in the best interests of the
United States government and
fundamental to the successful conRobert 0. Miller was appointed
duct of our foreign policy in the
of the March of Dimes
director
mockery
a
make
region, we would
n
for Calloway County.
campaig
of all President Sadat stood for," The 67th
annual session of the
Haig said.
First
Education AssociaDistrict
"It would suggest to many who
will be measuring our attitudes
and policies in the days ahead that
equivocation and uncertainty
have become a characteristic
American style in the conduct of Officers Seth Cooper and
its foreign policy, and we are not Charlie Marr of the Calloway
going to do that.
County Sheriff's office, along with
"We believe that continuing federal officials, arrested two
with this project is more impor- men operating a still on the east
tant than ever," he said.
side. Taken in the raid were 450
The deal goes through unless gallons of mash and 11
2 pints of
/
Congress votes this month to block whiskey.
it. The House almost surely will Deaths reported included
vote no. Its Foreign Affairs com- Camelia Jackson, 63, Nannie
mittee recommended rejection, Clanton, 73, Mollie Owens, Fannie
28-8.
B. Jones,80, Marvin Campbell,40,
It's in the Republican-controlled J. C. Porter, 79, and Claude
Senate that the president is Crouse.
concentrating his lobbying.
Pictured was the unique exhibit
Fifty of the 100 senators had of the NYA Resident Project of
signed up on a resolution against Murray State Teachers College at
the sale. So far, Reagan has pick- the Calloway County Fair. The exed up two Republican converts, hibit was a log cabin containing
but an Associated Press survey displays of other phases of the
Thursday found 50 senators still work being done by the local proagainst him and seven others jects.
leaning that way.
The Keys-Houston Clinic
The president met with 43 of the Hospital had announced the addi53 Republican senators on tion of Dr. Robert W. Hahs to its
Wednesday and told them that the
sale is essential in the quest for
peace and stability in the Middle
East.
The first brick had been laid on
the new Murray postoffice

Reagan Won't Delay Sale
WASHINGTON (AP) — In the
Middle East uncertainty left by
the assassination of Anwar Sadat,
there are suggestions in an
already skeptical Congress that
the United States should wait a
while before sealing the AWACS
arms deal with Saudi Arabia.
Even Senate Republican leader
Howard H. Baker Jr. talked about
a brief delay in consideration of
the $8.5 billion arms package. But
he quickly made it clear he was
talking about no more than a week
OT SO.

President • Reagan wants no
delay at all.
From the start of the debate, the
opposing sides have looked at the
same events and forecast far different consequences.
That pattern held with the death
ofSadat.
Opponents said it would be
foolhardy to rush ahead with the
Saudi arms purchase before it is
clear whether Sadat's death would
be followed by an orderly transition or further turmoil in an
'already unstable region.
The administration portrayed
the arms sale as an essential element in efforts to help moderate
Arab regimes withstand radical
pressures.
A major administration argument is that the world must see
that U.S. foreign policy is unswer.will not be altered by
ving and
such events as the killing of Sadat.
Secretary of State Alexander M.
Haig Jr. pressed that side of the
case Wednesday.
"Were we to draw back In the

lion was scheduled Oct. 12 at Murray State College.
Births reported included a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Z. B. Russell and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. H. M.

40 Years Ago

50 Years Ago

Thoughts

Will You Note?

•

Maurice Crass, Jr., Leonard America, was one of 12 Kentucky
Vaughn, and Lester Nanny and FFA members who received the
American Fanner degree at KanMayor Holmes Ellis.
sas City, Mo. He is the son of Mr.
Deaths reported included Ken- and Mrs. Novis A. Ezell.
neth Geurin,71.
Dr. C. L. Tuttle spoke on
Robert Wayne Ezell, member of "Cancer Characteristics" at the
the Murray College High School meeting of the Sigma Department
Cropter of the Future Farmers of of the Murray Woman's Club.

30 Years Ago

Letter To The Editor

Dear Editor:
First of all let me say that every
registered Democrat who did not
vote in the last presidential election caused Graves County to be
designated place of convention
this past Saturday. One cannot
represent such interests nor can
one represent such apathy.
The percentage figures, • upon
which the pro rata weight for each
committee member was determined, was based on the number
of votes cast for Carter-Mondale
and not on the total number of
registered Democrats in each
county. If a larger voter turnout
had occurred, then Calloway
could have had 35 percent, 40 percent, maybe even 45 percent (we
had 31.1 percent); therefore, each
Calloway Democrat need assume
a portion of the blame.
Even those Democrats who did
vote need to ask such things as:
Did I offer my neighbor a ride to
the polls?, Did I know if my
vote?
fritna. r-ire
(over 6,000 Calloway Countiang
are not presently registered); Did
I attempt to get out the vote? etc.
Reader, would you assume with
me the obligation to honor your
opportunity to got.,.-7--Will you vote
this November? Will you analyze
the consequences which might oc-

tion in celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary Oct. 17 at
the Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ.
Ira Kemp who had been with the
Murray State University Security
Department since 1957 was
honored on his 65th birthday

Today is Satarday, Oct. 18, the
*3rd day of IOU. There are 82
days loft in the year.
Today's highlight Us history
Oa Oct. 14, 11111. revolutionaries
under Sun Yet-Sen overthrew the
Manchu Dynasty Us China
On this date:
In 1143, Generaliasimo Qiiang
Kai-Shak took the oath of oftke as
president el(Una.
In 1913, a dam collapsed near
Benign*, Italy, and the resuitine
flood killed an niUmated 1.800
PeciPic
In It?4, two masked men kidtapped Quebec Labor Minister
Pierre LaPorte in Montreal He
, was found dead a week later
And kb 11174, Harold Wilson's
Liberal Party wan a narrow mapray iselltain's House of ComMons In tittionwide vuting
Ten yeirs ago: Th. death toll
was putAt more than X0 tram a
that swept parts of
Haiti, Cuba, Mexico and Iorlda
Five years ago: Scores of leftwing students, professors and
politicians fled Thailand fearing
reprisals fnxn that nation's new
military rulers.
One year ago: Casualties in the
thousands were reported following an earthquake in Al Amu,
Algeria.
Today's birthdays: Actress
Helen Hayes is 81 years old.
Israeli government official Yigal
Anon is 63.
Thought for today: He who sings
frightens away hie ills. — Miguel
de Cervantes, Spanish writer
(1547-1616).

cur if you do not vote?
Our percentage would have
been much higher if you had
helped. In fact, there would have
been no question about the
possibility of a Calloway Cunty
Candidate. Please do not let such
a thing happen again.
Sincerely,
Cerro!F. Harrison, Jr.
County Committeeman
Murray,KY 42071
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In Season
By Ken Wolf
As the world becomes
"smaller," more of us are inclined
to see the study of a foreign
language or two as important. The
Murray Schools have recently to
their credit introduced the study
of both French and Latin for
students who previously did not
have the opportunity to study
these languages.
The importance of foreign
language study is clear from this
statement by Allen Kassof, executive director of the National
Council on Foreign Language and
InternationalStudies:
The office of the secretary of
defense has about 1500 employees,
yet only one job was specifically
reserved for someone with
foreign-language skills, and that
was for a Russian-speaking SALT
treaty coordinator — a post filled
by someone who dops not speak
Russian.
Kassof's statement was made in
November, 1980. Perhaps by that
time SALT was a dead issue. The
ability to speak Russian, however,
will be more important, not less, if
SALT is in fact dead.

medic\al staff.
Marriages announced included
Louise Shackelford to Joel
Stephens, Oct. 4.
Births reported included a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. John L. Coomer,
Oct. 4, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Dalton Moffitt, Sept. 21, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Young,Sept.
28, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. John
Peeler, Oct. 6, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Wayne Myers, Oct. 4, a boy
to Mr.and Mrs. Pat Lovins, Oct.6,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bud Turner,
Oct. 5, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Moss,Oct. 3.
Ruth Gordon, Cordelia Burkeen,
Maurine Lovett, and Lucille Wells
were elected as cheerleaders at
Faxon High School.
Mrs. Bun Nix of Hazel was invited to enter her crochet work in
the Fifth Annual National Crochet
Contest to be judged in November.

Turner, Oct. 4, and girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Pete Rutledge,Oct.6.
Katherine Elizabeth Goenner,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Goenner, and Wesley Payne Russelt
were married Oct. 6 at the Hazel
Methodist Church.

Echoes

By Judy Mau pin

John B.England

County, her
I recently had a request for any and died in Calloway
two years
died
having
husband
information I could find about the
nt in
settleme
their
to
nt
subseque
area
an
"
"England Bottorns,
county.
this
southwest of Murray, out south
They were both advocates of
16th Street. Although I have tried
pioneer Methodism, in the faith of
to find something concerning this
which they trustingly died.
settlement, all I could discover
John B. England received a
was a biographical sketch of John
school educatoion, chiefcommon
B. England, who owned and settland has assiduously
Virginia,
in
ly
was
it
whom
for
ed that area and
to the pursuits of
life
his
devoted
named. This sketch is reproduced
he has been
which
in
re,
agricultu
Battle's
of
from the 1885 edition
quite successful, He now owns
History of Calloway County.
near Murray a tract of land conJohn B. England, one of the
of 560 acres.
sisting
sing
enterpri
and
thrify
most
faith Mr. England is
political
In
farmers of Calloway County, was
ah,and has been
Republic
stanch
a
County,
and
born in Cumberl
to fill positions
called
ly
repeated
building at South Fourth and Virginia, July 30, 1823. He is the
1851, he was
In
trust.
public
of
of
children
fourth of a family of six
Maple Streets.
of county
office
the
to
elected
Deaths reported included Wallis John and Mary B. England, who
next,
term;
one
serving
assessor,
Ward, 54, Sally H. Sanford, 88, settled in Calloway County in 1839, in 1862, he was elected to the office
from
date
that
at
ng
(Bud)
emigrati
Helen Richardson, J. M.
of county clerk-of Calloway CoutKimbro, Charles Edward Perkins, Virginia.
serving four years; was
riy,
of
father
John England,
and William Carr Nance,79.
of internal revenue from
assessor
J. E.SIdnner Was elected pastor John B., was born in 1786, in
and for several years
1869,
to
1867
where
of the Murray Baptist Church for Hanover County, Virginia
United States comas
served
has
a period of one year, according to he grew to manhood. He served as
Sixth District of
the
for
r
missione
J. H. Churchill,clerk. He succeeds a soldier in the War of 1812, at the
position he now
which
,
Kentucky
Miss
married
he
pastor
which
close of
H. B. Taylor who had been
holds.
Mary B. Cayce, who was born in
for the past 34 years.
Mr. England has.been twice
The opening on Oct. 9 by Ler- Virginia in 1792. She lived to the
first to -Mrs. Lizzie
married;
man Bros. of a new fimify advanced age of eighty-two years Smotherman, formerly Bramlett,
clothing store at Fifth and Main
of Memphis, Tennessee. She died
Streets was of far reaching imMay, 1871, leaving two
in
portance for Mutray and
PAGE
ctuidren:Etna C. alai Bernard B.
AHHUT THIS
Calloway County. William
Editorials, columns and other
England. The second wife was
Packman was manager.
opinionated articles oh thikpkite are
M., daughter of the late Dr.
Susan
Dr. Rainey T. Wells, Dr. WW H.
presented ...for r tHe- purpose of
Graham, of Calloway
B.
John
Mason, and E. J. Beale had been
providing a 'forture, for the -free
died in September,
She
County.
invited to speak at the Hazel Fair
nachange of differing opinions
of two children:
mother
the
1883,
Oct. 16 and 17.
We at The Murray Ledgt r &
G. England.
John
and
B.
Kenton
The health condititions we• re exTunes strongly believe that to limit
a worthy
is
England
Mr.
the
those
oninionated articles to mils
ceotionally good throughout
order,
Masonic
the
of
member
county, according to Dr. J. A. whirh parallel the'- editorial
t
Methodis
the
of
and
1.0.0.F.,
'would
r
newspape
this
philosophy of
Outland, county health officer. He
Church.
l
Episcopa
tie n disservice lii our readers
had been visiting the schools since
Therefore, we encourage reieler,
July.
Many of the above members of
do not agree with an edttoriol
itto
boy
a
Births reported included
presented by an
ideas
Eniland family are buried in
the
the
or
stand
to Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Shook and a
writer in a • cOlUinn•in'
ngland Bottoms, in a small,
trtdividual
the
W.
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Barnes
,.(her article. to respond with their
neglected (at last sight) family
Burkeen.
(epilogs on the particular liStirt
graveyard.
Conn Linn*Flumptireys and his
being discussed- 54l5 ketter to the
- •
a
Orchestr
limat”Ary StoninPcs
editgrit
case any readers did not see
In
were recognized nationally in the
-Hy the simISP-Hiken if an awe tin •
in Thursday's Ledger,
article
the
a
not been-'discussed 00 Um: page and .
fail issue of Musical Truth,
County cemetery
Calloway
the
musical magazine published at &reader feels that the issue merits
at the Boot
svailable
i
are
books
public,.
the attention of the genet:II
Elkhart, Ind., by the Conn Band
Those of
Street.
-linut
C
on
Rack,
we *villaine a letter to the editor or
Instrument Company.
pick up
also
can
prepaid
who
you
that
on
whatever
le
alto
Mary Hood, missionary to an authot ed
marked
are
they
your book there;
China, spoke at a meeting at the topic ti»ght be
with order forms marked paid.
Church.
First Methodist

4
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Veatch Elected
Sorority Head
Betty Veatch was
elected president of the
Jackson Purchase Alumnae Association of Kappa
Delta sorority at a recent
luncheon meeting in
Mayfield.
Other offieers elected
were Bonnie Roof, vice
president; Jan Schorr,
secretary-treasurer; and
Marsha Leonard,
membership.
Special guest was Kate
Pera Bates, province
president of the Kappa
West province of the
sorority, who discussed
the association's relationship to the collegiate
chapter.
The association's
members are Kappa
Delta alumnae who live
in the area. Meetings are
every other month for
social, educational, and,
business programs. The
group has selected the
J.U. Kevil Center as its
local philanthropy
chapter. It also supports
the MSU collegiate
chapter.
Veatch, Hopkinsville, is
a 1977 graduate of Murray State University and
is employed by the Ten-

Community Events

nessee Valley Authority.
Also a graduate of
MSU, Roof teaches home
economics at Carlisle
County high school and
lives in Paducah.
Both Schorr and
Leonard live in Mayfield.
Schorr, a 1977 graduate of
MSU, is an employment
counselor with the
Bureau for Manpower
Services. She is married
to Ray Schorr, an
employee of Liberty Savings Bank and they have
one son, Mattgew.

Saturday,Oct. 10
Antique Show and Sale,
sponsored by Murray
Band Boosters, will be
from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. at
Murray High School.
Descendants of A. P.
and Minerva Lovins will
meet at 6 p.m. for a reunion.
Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of Daughters of
the American Revolution
will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
the Calloway Public
Library Annex with Mrs.
Leon Grogan as hostess.

Monday,Oct. 12
Homemakers Clubs;
Russell's Chapel
will meet as follows:
United Methodist Church
South Pleasant Greve at
Women will meet at 9:30
Calloway Library Annex
a.m. at Elm.Grove Bap1:30 p.m.; New Proat
tist Church parking lot to,
vivienc
e with Sylvia
go to Lakeland Wesleyan
PuZkett at 1 p.m.
4
Village.
Baptist Young Women
Recovery Inc. will of Westside Baptis
t
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the Church will meet at 7
Health Center, North p.m. at the home of
JoanSeventh and Olive na Adams.
Streets.
Murray Star Chapter
American Legion Post No. 433 Order of the
No. 73 and Auxiliary will Eastern Star will meet at
meet at 7 p.m. at the 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Legion Hall.

Murray Squaranaders
will dance from 8 to 10:30
Parents Anonymous
TOGETHER AT a recent reunion were, from
Hazel and .Douglas
p.m. at the Woodmen of
left, Sue Bogard, Jack Hall,
will
meet at 6:30 p.m. For
Irene gall,Sue Hall,and BobbyHall.
Centers will be open from
Leonard, a 1978 the World Hall.
informa
tion call 759-1087
10
a.m.
to
2
p.m.
for
acgraduate of MSU,is mar- Calloway Chapter of Full
I Photo by Gene Bogard)
or 753-6917.
tivities
by
the
senior
ried to Rex Leonard, an Gospel Business Men's
citizens with lunch at
employee of General Fellowship will meet
at Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at Murray TOPS (take off
Tire. She is a graduate 6:30 at Colonial
House
pounds sensibly) Club
assistant and a master's Smorgasbord with Jim Douglas at 12 noon.
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
candidate in the English Tucker as speaker.
Dorothy Moore Circle
Health Center.
of First Presbyterian
department at MSU.
Alcoholics Anonymous Church will meet at 7:15
Coldwater Baptist
A brief business and Alanon will meet at 8 p.m.
Church Women will meet
meeting will be con- p.m. at the Livestock and
By Sue Richardson were made to meet again
Then we went to Tybee
at 7 p.m. with Reba Kelly.
ducted Saturday, Oct. 31, Exciositiomfeater.
in 1981.
Bogard
Tuesday,Oct.13
Island. fort Screven was
the-ann
at
teal
homeco
mOur 1978 Honda 750
On Aug. 7, about 7:15 one
Tag Day to support the
Murray Hairdressers
of the last Atlantic
Senior Citizens Centers
ing brunch in the Kappa Arthriti
touring motorcycle is p.m. we left our home in
s Foundation will will meet- at 6 p.m. at
coastal fortifications. It
will be open as follows:
Delta
suite on the MSU be from 10
once again taking Gene Kissimmee,-Fla., for our
a.m. to 2 p.m. Judy and Sheri's Beauty Dexter
was built in 1875 and was
at 9:30 a.m.;
campus. Any area Kappa at
and I lots of places this second annual reunion
several businesses. Shop. All, hairdressers
manned during the
Hazel and Douglas from
Delta alumnae who may This event
year. Friendship nd with former friends from
is sponsored are invited.
Spanish-American War
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
be interested in joining by the
inotorcycling brought the Penny Community of
Murray High
and World War I and II.
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
the association should School
about a very special reu- Calloway County. It
Chapter of Future' Board of Directors of
We visited the Tybee
contact Joan King at 753iAon in July 1980 at Fort seemed strange, but we
Homemakers of Need Line will meet at 12
museum by the historic
Groups of Christian
4002 for information.
-- Payne, Ala. So plans immediately had to put
America.
noon at Pagliai's. Women's Fellows
Tybee lighthouse. There
hip of
on jackets as we were. is a
Ham and bean supper Members note change of First Christian
magnificient view
Bargain Matinees
Church
following a thunder- from
will be at 5:30 p.m. at date.
the island of the
will meet as follows: I
Sat. &Sun. 2:00
shower all the way to Savann
Martin'
s Chapel United
ah
River
and
Cheri 11. Cne
the
with
Mrs. Woodfin HutGeorgia. It was a very Atlantic
Methodist Church.
Murray Branch of son at 10 a.m.;
.
All Seats S1.50
III with
cool comfortable ride and
American Association of Marie Forrest
After taking a break
er at 7:30
before we knew it at 1 and cooling
Benefit
supper and University Women will p.m.
off during an
Frames Drake
a.m. we were 30 miles afterno
7:00,1) 110 + 2:00
gospel singing for the meet at 7:15 p.m. at the
.Sat.,Sun.
on coastal shower,
FOR MONDAY,OCTOHER 12,1981
from our destination — we went
Crippled Children's home of Clara Eagle with
to Richmond Hill
Reservations for the
What kind of day will tomor- thusiastic attitude.
Savannah, Ga. We stop- to
Telethon and Association Dr. Gil Mathis to speak
see Henry Fo•rd row be?
ladies day luncheon
To find out what the SCORPIO
ped to catch a little "shut- ,Estate
.
44
,.
for Retarded Citizens will on "Money Talks."
s; setting among stars say, read the
Wednesday at the -Oaks
forecast Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) Ineeial" be
eye" before our big the
sponsored by Dexter
live oak trees and given for your birth Sign.
Adult Education Class Country Club should be
You'll have a chance to int- Homemakers Club at the
eventful day.
marches. There we saw
will meet from 6 to 9 p.m. made by today with
prove finances, but the going Dexter
At 9 a.m. Aug. 8, we ar- three
Count:4CA • 753-3314
Community at Callowa
antique Fords and a ARIES
y County High Freda Butterworth or
at
work
may
rived at the residence of Fordso
be
rough.
Don't Center. Supper will be
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 44(4
n tractor.
:20.9.15 +2 JOSat.Sun
School.
Eleanor D'Angelo.
become edgy or give in to served
our hosts for this year's
Distant
from
4 to 6:45 p.m.
affairs are happily needless
A good meal was enargumen
ts.
reunion
, Jack and Irene joyed at
_woo. with singing to start at 7
IHMT nityNotos
Duff's famous accented. Some close ties are SAGITTARIUS
Hall. Bobby and Sue Hall
p.m.
Smorgasbord. And then either reluctant to cooperate (Nov.22 to Dec. 21) •4
or more cautious than you are
and daughtr, Karen of
there was time for
Enjoy
simple
pleasure
s
with
31:
He WWI los
at present.
Murray had arrived in
Sunday,Oct. 11
a loved one. Either a party or
"bench racing," ."tire TAURU
To Nye Kis Bay
S
Savannah a few days kicking
Recepti
on to honor Mr.
a
friend
could be boring. L
" and remember- (Apr.20toMay 20)
Late
---- and Mrs. Clerris Wilson
earlier. Jack and Bobby ing
afternoon may bring a change
the "good ole days in
You'll enjoy some quiet
WI..*Ow Nova Spooml
on their 50th wedding anare the sons of Mr. and
in dating plans.
.111•.$13.6.for
Penny and Murray.
times by yourself, but either
Mrs. Starky Hall, still of
niversary will belfrom 2
CAPRICORN
All too soon our fun- the pushiness of a family (De
c. 22 tc-, Jam 19) V.) Wily to 5 p.m. at the iliome
the
Penny
Commun
ity,
of
nm
filled weekend came to an member or a work problem
Sufficient privacy breeds Mr. and Mrs. \,Derrel
.
.......,.
and Gene is the son of the end.
The Bobby Halls left could disturb your tranquility. peace of mind. You
Met
need time Wilson, Rt. 2, Puryear,
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kindness it was. Good luck and God bless.
Girl Scout Core will meet
with extra carrots and
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tomatoes, whole kernel meat sauce, mixed at 9-.30 a.m. at the scout
corn, crackers, butter, vegetables, tossed salad cabin.
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campus.
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CYPRESS SPRINGS RESTAURANT
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Munay Business News Briefs
Susan Byars
Wins Money

State Riverports Benefit Communities

Susan Byars never
knew $1,000 could be
earned so easily.
The daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Byars
won $1,000 in the instantcash game sponsored by
The Coca-Cola Co. She
received her check from
the Paducah Coca-Cola
Bottling Co.
Byars won with a 16ounce returnable bottle
purchased at Storey's
Food Giant.
Dollar signs have been
placed on all Coca-Cola
products, including Coke,
Tab and Sprite. Under
each marked cap is a
chance to win up to $1,000.
Details are available at
participating stores.
Other winners during
the contest include
Carolyn Clark, $1,000;
Michael Boyd and
Harvey Skipworth Jr.,
each $300; and Janie
Hughes, Namon Brann,
$100; Tony Fisher, Alvin
York Jr., Howard Keiser,
Tom Morton, Phillip
Wyatt, Pauline Rogers
and Jim Genanatti, all
$100. Many more won
smaller amounts.

The direct link may be
hard to establish, but
countless Kentucky communities benefit from the
operations of the state's
10 nverports, even when

Restaurant Celebrates

WENNER — Susan Byars was a $1,000 win$1,000 WINNER
ner in the Coca-Cola instant cash contest. Several
other winners were also announced.

Commission On Women Director
To Be Guest Speaker At Meeting
Jessica L. Schikler, executive director of the
Kentucky Commission on
Women, will be the guest
speaker at a public
meeting at 8 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 13, at the Murray State University
Center.
The open forum,
centering on the activities of the Kentucky
Commission on Women,
Is co-sponsored by the
Murray and Marshall
County Business and Professional Women's Clubs
and the University Student Center Board. /t is
free and open to the
public.
Schikler was appointed
to her position by Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. in
May. She is a former
deputy commissioner of
the Department of
Tourism where she
handled advertising,
marketing and promotion. From November
1977 to March 1980,
Schikler served as ex-

Bill Sweatt
Employed
ByChurchill
William "Bill" Sweatt
has joined the staff of
Max Churchill Funeral
Home as a licensed
funeral director and embalmer.
A native of Morgantown, Sweatt la a 1966

L Jessica Schikler
ecutive director of the
Kentucky Civil Liberties
Union.
Since coming to the
Commission, Schikler
has voiced concern for
the future status of
women in Kentucky in
light of the current
policies of the federal
government and the current economic crisis.
"In a time of economic
crisis," Schikler said during a recent interview,
"circumstances can
change rapidly; gains
made by women through
legislation and litigation
can be lost in a very short
time."
According to Schikler,
as the federal government continues to cut its
budget, many programs
affecting women can be
destroyed and, "in many
cases, the burden will fall
on. state governments to
pick up the slack. One of
the responsibilities of the
Commission on Women is
to identify ways of continuing programs when
there are budget deficits"
The commission also is
concerned about the
needs of women outside
the major metropolitan
areas, Schikler said. "We

William Sweatt
graduate of the Kentucky
In announcing the winMortuary School of
ners and artists for
Science.
Sweatt, a U.S. Army Framers Gallery, two
veteran, and his wife names were inadvertentKathy reside at 2224 ly omitted.
Jeanne Donaldson,
Edinborough Dr.
Max Churchill Funeral Murray, was the winner
Home is located at 311 N. of an original by Harry
Cartwright.
4th St.
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Reduced goverrunenta
financial commitmen
and increased waterwa
user charges censtitu
I
struggles for the
authorities, but
are beginning to happen

Levicie Zambella
sonnet and their
dependents
Returning to Murray
four years ago, Zambella
also has been attending
Murray State University
to study word processing
and other related
business subjects. She
and her husband are th
parents of four sons,
Lester, who is station
at Fort Campbell, an
Tony, Carl and Tommy,
all of Murray. Zambella
is active in church and
community activities.

SHARP'S 1)S-2184 PRINTING
CALCULATOR SPELLS IT ALL OUT
IN BLACK AND RED.
Sharps OS-2184 is a sleekly styled printer that not
only gives you a permanent record of your calculations. but prints out the negative numbers in
red for easier checking It has a 12-digit green
fluorescent display that's easy to read, and a
4-key independently accessible memory
Plus it has many other greet features you'll
appreciate too item counter, sign change,
round-off/down selector, multiple use key
(MU). double-zero and more After all,
Sharp thinks it makes sense to have a
calculator that can solve all your problems

,• 1'44

Twin Lakes Office
Products Inc.

314 Main
753-0123

TAX-DEFERRED
MONEY MARKET YIELDS
plus
GUARANTEE OF
PRINCIPAL*
a unique combination

Bank of Murray

1 0•

Call

•

offer our

Financial Security Concepts

Congratulations

Max L. Underwood,CLU
753-6141
•I•

Susan Byars
Bill Sweatt
Debbie N. Lee
Levicie Zambella
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Annuity
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issued by

Tbe OHIO NATIONAL Life Inswiranc.s Company
and waist* through

The O.N. Equity Sales Company
'Principal le guaranteed by The Ohio Nations! Ule insurance Company a
. 70 year pius company with over S750,000,000 in awes The Ohio Nalional
Variable interest Accr...;,, ...4•111011109%.40•Tnent woof" atonic Mesons, a,
invested %dilly in 0.N. Market Viotti Fund. Inc
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Kentucky riverpo
range in activity frorn the
embryonic planning
stage to full opera
and are located on the
Ohio, Mississippi. T
nesse., Oimberiand
(Acting rivers. The ports
In addition to Covington'
and Louisville's, are
situated at Ashland,
Maysville. Owensboro,
Henderson, Paducah,
Calvert City. Lake
Barkley and Hickman.

Levicie Zambella
Completes Agent Course
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County Riverixirt gill is
In the developmental
phase

Debbie N. Lee Joins
Humana Inc., Staff

Two Names
Omitted
From Story

,

During October and
November, The Brass
Lantern Restaurant,
Aurora, is celebrating the
completion of its 10th
season with the introduction of a new menu item
at an irresistible anniversary price, according to Carol Thomas.
The Brass Lantern was
established in 1972 by
Carol and Dick Thomas
from an old four-room
homestead in Aurora.
Modern conveniences
such as indoor plumbing
and air-conditioning were
added and a new, efficient kitchen served the
three small, uniquely
decorated dining rooms.
In 1973, the multi-level
Fireplace room was added, featuring rough cedar
beams, red shag
carpeting, a large
fireplace, a cozy balcony
and vatous elegant antiques.
In 1974, the popular
Garden Room became
the favorite dining room
for thousands of people
from many states and
numerous foreign cbuntries. Rough cedar, ancient cobblestone bricks,
tropical plants and builtin oak trees combined to
make this room special.
The real key to the
Brass Lantern is in the
kitchen where the
Thomases, both Kentucky Colonels, prepare
the crisp salad bar ingredients, the carefully cut
and charbroiled steaks
and prime rib, and the
famous grasshopper and

Ports often handle
shipments made by coal
companies and graneties
situated some distance
turtle pies When orders them," Dick added. inland from the riverside
are placed, Dick and his "These delicious ribs will loading docks The bulk
aagiciants start cooking be a preview of what handling facilities also do
dinner while Carol and might be the hottest new business with the
her girls serve it proper- item in the next decade." manufacturing comThe ribs will be offered munity Nutter cited as
ly.
The Brass Lantern is only on Wednesday, an example the
not merely a place to eat Thursday, Friday and shipments of large diesel
— it presents an enter- Sunday during October trucks by International
taining atmosphere for and November. The Harvester from its
all types of diners from Brass Lantern is open at 5 Louisville plant to the
families casually dressed p.m. Wednesday through Northern Kentucky Port
to elegant gourmets and Sunday until Dec. 2 and Authority at Covington
every night until Dec. 26.
celebrating groups.
The Louisville-Jefferson
The Brass Lantern has
been featured in Ford
Times magazine and
Food Service Marketing
magazine in recent
years, and has been a
regular advertiser in
Gourmet magazine for
Levicie Zambella, a the airline industry.
many years. Mobil
employee of Far
Zambella, a native of
full-time
Travel Guide, one of the
Travel Agency, Murray, was employed at
Lands
books
guide
travel
finest
completed the Murray State University
available, has listed the recently
several travel in the office of Informaof
first
Brass Lantern since 1979
Courses tion and Public Services
Training
agent
with a three-star rating.
Traffic Con- as secretary to M. C. GarAir
the
at
In addition, the Brass
lerence of America's rott. She brings to Far
Lantern is AAA-approved
training center in Los Lands Travel a vast
and is listed in the Exxon
knowledge of travel inAngeles, Calif.
in
Travel Guide and
formation from personal
Traffic
Air
The
ConLords Locator for fine
ferecne of American travels while she acrestaurants. The Brass
(ATC)
is the association companied her husband.
Lantern has been reviewwhich regulate Bill, on his tours of duty
airlines
of
ed favorably by
the travel agency in- with the U.S. Army in
numerous travel writers.
dustry in the United Germany, Fort Knox and
"As we near the end of
States and Canada. Fort Campbell, Ky.
we
our 10th season,
While stationed in GerTravel agencies are
wanted to do something retail outlets for the many for four years,
special," Carol said.
airlines, resulting in the Zambella and her hus"During October and -sale of the majority of band visited France, ItaNovember we will be in- airline tickets to the ly, Holland, Austria,
troducing barbeque pork general public and Switzerland and Ireland.
ribs at a reduced in- business, at no extra cost. They travelled to Hawaii
troductory, anniversary
The ATC training pro- and a number of states in
price." "Many fine
provides uniform, the continental U.S.
gram
restaurants are now servZambella was
training
comprehensive
ing pork ribs including a
employees and employed by the U.S.
airline
to
number of fashionable
travel agency personnel Civil Service Commission
chains that specialize in
in ticket writing, tariffs, for seven years, working
fare calculation, prepar- in the area of transportaing itineraries, ter- tion, arranging transporminology, interpreting tation to all parts of the
rules and other aspects of world for military per-

have plans to identify the
particular problems that
affect women in rural
areas," she added. "We
hope to provide educational programs and
work on legislation for
these women, such as
changing the spousal inheritance tax structure."
Another of the commission's areas of interest is
spouse abuse, Schikler
said. "Spouse abuse is a
problem for women
everywhere but especially for rural women who
are often isolated from
any assistance. The commission hopes to work
with local groups to provide services for victims
of domestic violence,"
she said.
Schikler added that the
LOUISVILLE, Ky. —
Commission on Women
sees its role as an active Debbie N. Lee, formerly
catalyst to help bring of Murray, has assumed
groups of people together new responsibilities as
who share common con- writer in the communications department of
cerns.
A resident of Louisville Humana Inc., the
and native of Madison- Louisville-based hospital
ville, Schikler has been company that owns and
active in the Kentucky operates 89 hospitals in 22
Federation of Business states, England and
and Professional Switzerland.
Prior to accepting the
Women's Clubs. She has
also been involved in Louisville position, Lee
women's rights activities was employed as a staff
including volunteer work writer and photographer
with the Kentucky for The Murray Ledger &
Debbie N. Lee
Women's Agenda Coali- Times. During that time,
tion and the Women's she also was an adjunct Sigma Delta Chi.
professor in the departLee, the daughter of
Political Caucus.
Reservations are not ment of journalism and Mr. and Mrs. Art Lee of
necessary for the pro- radio-television at Mur- Murray, has bachelor's
degives in journalism
gram and additional in- ray State University.
She previously had and business education
formation about the open
forum may be obtained been copy editor for the and a master's degree in
by contacting Kathy Fulton Daily Leader,'journalism all from MurHodge, president of the Fulton, and a graduate ray State. She was named
Murray B&PW Club, at assistant with the Murray to "Who's Who Among
753-1660, or Brenda State News. She is a Students in American
Rowland, vice-president member of the Society of Universities and ColProfeisional Journalists, leges."
of the club, at 753-8013.
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located, but also at least - the Kentucky Port
eight to 10 contiguous River Development Comcounties and even coun- mission , said
ties across the river in '•Eel:comically speaking,
other states," James Nut- each
port's effective
ter, executive director of range (of influence) is a
minimum of 70 miles"

these locales are miles
from the nearest waterway facility.
"Riverports affect not
only the cities and counties where they are
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- October 4th

10th
Local, National4-Hers Celebrate

John Warren Nix,along with other 4-H'ers,learns
tobacco grading.

More than 1,300 4-Hers
in Calloway County join
fellow 4-H youngsters
around,the state and the
country to celebrate National 4-H Week,Oct.4-10.
The theme of the weeklong salute to 4-H is
"Pathways of the
Future." Activities plan-

so
Belcher 011 Co.
South Second St.
Murray, Ky.
753-0212

Products Jobber
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ned in Calloway County
include a skating party
and a poster contest.
National 4-H Week is
set aside each year by the
cooperative extension
service to focus attention
on the values of 4-H as an
Informal education program for youngstes ages
9-19.
4-H is reaching out to
all young people, rural
and urban, from every
cultural, economic and
social background. There
are programs to meet the
needs and interests of all
youngsters.
4-H has grown and
changed considerable
since it was created 65
years ago. It teacheiboys
better farming methods
and girls better ways'of

managing a home. Nearly six million American
youngsters participate in
programs, led by more
than 10,000 county extension agents and 500,000
volunteers.
The youth education
arm of the cooperative
extension service, 4-H, is
administered by landgrant universities, such
as the University of Kentucky, in cooperation
with the U.S. Department
of Agriculture.
As 4-H has extended its
program through the
years, it has reached not
only more farm
youngsters than ever
before, but more city kids
as well. Throughout the
United States, 4-H participation of urban

Forty-two 4-H members and volunteer leaders attended the state 4-H judging contests held at the
University of Kentucky.

Members of the Calloway County 4-H Horse Club
participated in county, area, and state 4-H horse
shows.
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had two litters of babies.
By ERIN MITCHELL
A gerbil is a small She is a good,mother.
bright-eyed rodent. I got Cooter is a dandy babysittwo gerbils for my birth- ter. I had to find homes
day. I named them Daisy for the babies.
One gerbil is a good pet,
and Cooter. They live in
an aquarium. I had to put but three is better.
screen over the top of the
aquarium, because they
jumped out.
They eat corn, wheat,
soybeans, and sunflower
seeds. Before my granddaddy combined his By DWAIN McKINNEY
I have really enjoyed
wheat, I got them wheat
to eat and they used the my 4-H Dairy projects
straw for their nest. They this year. I really enjoy
like to chew up cardboard seeing the first heifer
rolls. They dull their calves I had calving and
&ing me two calves. I
-teeth this way.
Daisy and Cooter have also make good milk
records.
We have got to go a lot
of ,places this year and
show my calves and
heifers. My whole family
pitches in and helps me.
My little sister even
BySHAY MITCHELL
broke one of my calves to
I enjoyed my first en- lead for me, but now she
tomology project, so I thinks that the calf is
decided to do the second hers.
year project. Collecting
I am planning a big
insects is alot of fun. I've year in 4-H next year. I
learned the different plan to show more calves
parts of an insect.
and to take other projects
You can see insects that will help make me a
everywhere you look well rounded person.
almost. Insects can be
I love 4-H and want to
both helpful and harmful give back to it, a part of
to man. When I'm work- what it has given to me.
ing with tobacco, I can
see lots of different insects. I made a new insect net and caught slot
of bugs in it.
This year, I won a blue
By DENESE
ribbon at the county fair.
CUNNINGHAM
I decided to take my inThis is my second year
sect collection to the
clothing in 4-H. I like
Mayfield fair. I won a
blue ribbon. I entered my going shopping for my
collection in the state pattern, fabric and sewfair, and I won a blue ing notions.
It was fun making my
there too.
An entomology project skirt until I got to the
will come in handy later hem. I had to measure
and make sure it was the
on in school.
right measurement all
the way around and it
hung evenly.
I am looking forward to
my next sewing project
and another year of fun
filled things to do.

Dairy Projects
Are Fun

THE FUTURE

A quarter million young people of Kentucky, largely from Rural and
small communities, are members of 4-H. The programs reflect the
diversity of backgrounds, interests and heeds of these young people.
4-H'ers participate in programs such on energy education and computer technology as well as livestock, cooking and gardening projects. They are preparing for tomorrow- let's salute them today!

awareness and even computer technology complement traditional 4-H
mainstays such as
livestock, handicrafts,
cooking and gardening
projects.
But in expanding its
program, 4-H has maintained its tried-and-true
philosophy of learn-bydoing. The program's
learrithy-doing projects
encourage young people
to acquire real-life skills.
They learn not only about
science, agriculture, and
home and consumr
economics, but also about
personal development,
community service and
citizenship.
More than 170 adult
volunteers help provide
leadership for Calloway
County 4-H programs.

Small Gerbils
Make Good Pets

ow me me•al•so

Ike We Want To Salute 4-Hiers!

youngsters has tripled
since 1970. Twenty-three
percent now live in
suburbs and cities of
more than 50,000 — the
same percentage of 4H'ers living on farms.
The majority of 4-H
members,54 percent,live
in towns and cities of
10,000 to 50,000.
Kentucky 4-H membership and growth reflects
the state's largely rural
and small community
population. One-fourth of
Kentucky's 243,000 4H'ers live on farms.
4-H programs in the
Commonwealth reflect
the diversity, of
backgrounds, interests
and needs of its young
people. New programs in
energy education, career

44Iers,
We
Salute
You
its flaw A Year
...Filled With
Productivity For
Everyone!

Larue Sledd, rep
County 4-H Council,
ty from Mr.and Mrs.
Graddy 4-H leaders
perty to the 4-H Co

Entomology
Project
Completed

Sam Parker, WSJP;
students some of the
American Private E
by 4-H and local busines.

Biking Go
them,
By SHERI TIDWELL
help yo
Biking is a good way of
b.
*bout
exercise, transportation
will hay
and a whole lot of fun.
You and your friends
can have a ball on bikes,
but you have to know the
rules or it's no fun at all.
If you don't know the
By
rules, but you want to get
Bees
them, contact your 4-..H
learned
agent. She will give you a
fix nut
book on bike safety. The
bake c
book will really help you
ty,.and
stay
you
and itInight help
__the kite
out of trouble or even getproject.
ting hurt.
I won
Some of the rules are —
the stat
don't ride people on your
peanut
bike unless it is a bike for
g
ray
two, ride with traffic, use
birthday
right
signals, ride on the
around
side and stay in a single
t.
y EveLir.,4
file line. There also are 1
alot more rules. Learn

Clothing

60*

it groups all over the
Yams
nation have been striving towards a common goal.. of working towards a better
future for all!
Through their many experiences, they
have achieved more and more each yeat.
on the farm; and in the suburbs alike.
Congratubitiona!

We Salute All Our

Local 4-H Members.
& Leaders
During. . .

NATIONAL
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Club Talk Meet Speeches Help Girl1

ludging team Was
Area 4-H judging
tate contest at the

her at camp, or in
ile project for all 4-

of the Calloway
Bed to lake proper-

ddy. Mr.and Mrs.
donatod:thow-

with high school
conomics at the
ninar sponsored

rercise

bey might just
i. Learn the facts
ke safety and you
alot more fun.

cing Taught
)ods I

,OBERT ORR
se of Foods I, I
how to measure,
ritious snacks,
kies for my famietp my mother in
en.I enjoyed my

By MICHELLE
JARRETT
When i first joined 4-H,
I did not feel that I could
ever give a talk before an
audience because I was
very shy. My 4-H leader
and agent urged me to
sign up for the annual
talk meet,so I did.
I picked legends and
folktales concerning cats
as my first speech topic. I
won first place at the
county and a blue ribbon
at the area level. I was
asked to give my presentation at Murray State
University in recognition
of Woman's Day. Later,
the winners of the talk
meet were invited to give
their speeches at a local
civics club.
I became so interested
in speech I auditioned for
young people in our coin=nifty. I received a part
in each of these plays. I
believe it has helped me
tremendously.
I-entered the talk meet
again in 1978 with my

4-Hers Learn
From Project
By LISA LEWELLYN
My 4-H horse project
gave me something to do
all summer. It gave me a
chance to work with my
horses and my friends. I
learned it takes time to
have a horse and take
care of her properly.
I also learned when you
don't win in a horse show,
you come out of the ring
smiling, not crying or
shipping your horse and
say "I guess I'll have to
work harder for the next
time if I want that Blue
Ribbon."
The most important
thing I learned is that if
you want to win that Blue
Ribbon, you have to work
for it, not your parents!
That is how our family
works, you want
something, you work for
it.

People Like
Flowers
By STACI TIDWELL
This is my first year for
growing an annual flower
project.
Ever since I was a little
girl, I always have enjoyed growing flowers, so
doing this project was
fun.
I have a small flower
garden. It is located by
our driveway behind our
mailbox. In my garden; I
have -marigolds, zinnias,
petunias,and sunflowers.
Many people have Omjiliffiented my flowers. It
is nice to know that other
people like my flowers as
much as I do. .

sister. We won a trip to
In August, I competed ray State University.
the state fair in August. I in a business talent con- This bettered my speakalso did a speech, which test. I placed first in the ing delivery and the form
won a blue ribbon at the county and area. I won of my speech.
area.
the $10 prize at the county
In August, I did a comIn May,I auditioned for and $so at the area. I edy routine at the state
our school speech team, competed at the state fair in "Cloverville."
I
and I was very excited level in December and received a blue ribbon.
when I received a part on although I did not place, I
In November, our
the team. I participated thought it was a very speech team travled
to
in storytelling and public rewarding experience.
Harrison County for a
speaking In our annual
In 1980, I competed at speech tournament. I
competition between the the speech regionals.. placed second in
the
county schools, I won Although I did not qualify junior varsity storytellthird place in storytell- for the state level, I had ing division.
several valuable exingIn March, I entered the
In June, I received a periences and believe speech regionals at MSU.
part in "The Thread That that this improved me My debate partner
and
Runs So True," a play both as a speaker and as won the regional competi-I
about the life of Jesse a person.
tion. In addition, I
Stuart. I played the part
In June, I attended a qualified for the junior
of Minnie Frame.
speech workshop at Mur- varsity state competition
In September, I was invited to do a comedy
routine for the Murray
Woman's Club in our
community and later
presented the routine at a
By NITA NUTE
breakfast for the entire
Rotary Club.
Cooking breakfast pro- family. Boy was I nerIn 1979, I participated
in the talk meet and did a ved to be a new challenge vous! I had several
photography for me, as we do not visitors to observe me on
demonstration. I also did usually eat breakfast in Other occasions. As a
a speech and an arts and my family. None of us ,result of my working with
like breakfast much.
other children on the
crafts demonstration.
Mrs. Likez my leader, kred, One little-eircin
'In May, I competed
with our speech team at a has taught me that we do hardly wait until she is
county-wide speech rally. need to eat breakfast old enough to join 4-H.
I have tried out many
I placed first in storytell- each morning, as a
ing and third in impromp- balanced diet is most im- new and different recipes
portant. I have attended during the year. I also
tu speaking.
several project meetings have collected several
where I had to prepare new recipes. I really
breakfast by cooking joyed making quic
fruits, cereal, breads, breads and breakfast
eggs, meat and breakfast cakes. Banana-nut bread
drinks.
has been my favorite
By PAT OFtR
I tried to rate my bread as it is easy to
A rabbit is one of the breakfast
each time I make and very good to
best things you can have. prepared
it. The first eat. Learning to make
I had two rabbits — one time,
it was terrible but I biscuits was quite an acdied of a broken back. His could see some improvecomplishment for me.
name was Sarge.
ment each time I cooked Mrs. Maxine Scott, our
When I got a second a meal. My
eating habits council president, invited
rabbit, I was very happy. were also
improved as me to her house to see a
I 1lLuned it Sarge II. I time went
film— on- quick breads
-entered my rabbit in the
My friend and
which
fair. While they were and served, I cooked learned I enjoyed and
breakfas
alot from.
t
judging it, we all got a several
times for my
During the year, I have
good surprise. It turned leader as
well as my made quick breads and
out to be a doe, instead of family.
Once I spent the cookies for senior
a buck. I was very happy night with
a friend and citizens, shut-ins, and
when I got a blue ribbon.
her mother let me cook new neighbors in our
area. I also made cookies
for 4-H cow camp, my
family,and my leader.
/Once I toured the
grocery store and compared prices of different
breakfast foods. I also
help my mother purchase
groceries when we need
thing.vat home. She is
also letting me go in the
store and get things for
her -while she waits in the
car. I like that as I get to
make the selection.
This has been quite an
exciting year for me as I
have completed four projects.
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Cooking Is Challenge
You're Invited To

Rabbits Bring
Happiness

Sawdust Day
Saturday Oct. 17,9-3 p.m.

For Those Who Try Out A Saw In The Demonstration

. Bar Oil $1.00
N

R

Lin•it Om To A Customer

A Rep. will be
Here To Demonstrate and Also
Answer Any Questions

Harrell's Farm & Home Supply
Calloway Comity's Complete Form Supply Store

Hwy.94E.

Murray, Ky.

753-7862

NIMONAL4H WEEK
We Salute,
All Our Local
4-H Groups
and *
Leaders!

ig BankofMurray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Miansbior FDIC

"How does
- this thing work"seems to be the question in as Jimmy Hudgins learns about a computer
in the new computer project offered at 4-H camp.
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a red ribbon at
e fair. I made
utter cookies for
ndfather's 75th
.He passed them
Lis birthday paryone said they
n.

In extemporaneous
scwakint
In April 1981, my partner and I won the J.V.
debate contest. I was
chosen as top speaker at
the J. V. level. I also competed in the final round of
•
extemporaneous speak- •
ing.
I also entered in the
Student congress division
of varsity state This improved my skills as a student representative.
Currently, I am a
member of the Calloway
High Speech team.
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All Our Local
4-BH Groups
and
Leaders!
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Laker Line Credited
Forel 2-0 Reidland Loss
By John Salerno
Sports Writer

TIP DRILL - A Reidland receiver, with a Calloway County defender on his
back,tips a pass to teammate Cliff Mitchell (15) during Friday's Reidland loss,
12-0,to the Lakers.
-Staff photo by John Salerno

A's Advance First After 4-1
Victory Over Kansas City
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The baseball season is
over for the defending
American League
champion Kansas City
Royals. The Milwaukee
Brewers, Los Angeles
Dodge-rs and
Phila.&I
Phlilies,
meanwhile, managed to
keep it going for one more
day at least.
While the Oakland A's
sailed to the Ainerican
League West title with a
4-1 victory Friday night
over Kansas City for a
three-game sweep of
best-of-five series, the
struggling Brewers,
Dodgers and Phillies all
managed to stay alive in

Calloway County stung
Reidland's tough defense
for two touchdowns and
shut down their multipleoffense attack for a 12-0
Friday night victory and
another step toward the
District One, Region One
title.
The win strengthens
the Lakers hold on the
district, because a loss to
Reidland - would have
forced a three-way tie for
first. Now, the Lakers
stand undefeated at the
top of the pile with two
district games remaining
against Crittenden and
Webster counties.
The team enjoys an
open date next week
before meeting Crittenden in Laker Stadium
Oct. 23.
Laker Coach Sam Harp
said after the game he
doesn't think his team
will "look by anybody"
towards the district
crown. "We haven't won
the title yet," he said.
"We could be right back
out of it."
CCHS, at 6-2 overall,
has already won six times
as many games as it had
duringthe first two years

was evidenced on the
Lakers' second TD, a 4yard run by senior
fullback Tommy
Workman. Three interior
linemen pushed the
Hounds off the line and into the end zone and
Workman followed them
in. After that second
of its young program. score, "any fire left in
And Harp said the Lakers them (Reidland) was
"have got a taste for vic- out," Harp said. The
coach also noted the line
tory."
"They're hungry," he did not allow one sack in
the game.
said."They want it."
Workman's 137 yards
The coach credited the
victory to his offensive on 26 carries put him over
and defensive linemen. the 800-yard rushing
The Laker defensive line mark. He now has 144
gave up only 52 yards carries for 807 yards and
rushing on the night, 13 TDs.
Junior split end Craig
while the offensive line
punched holes in Darnell scored the
Reidland's shifting Lakers' first touchdown
on a 51-yard pass play
defense.
from'
junior quarterback
Harp and his staff had
reviewed Reidland's Tim Brown. Brown found
variety of offensive sets his receiver wide open
on film during the week after his defender had
and the training paid off. fallen down. Darnell
"We felt like we knew caught the ball on his
what they were going to fingertips and raced 30do just when they were yards to paydirt.
Junior tailback Jeff
going to do it," he said.
Garrison
also had a good
The offensive line
"knew their blocking showing, running for 58
assignments and picked _yards on 10 carries, and a
up on them," Harp said. 30-yard interception
The strength of the line return: In an, the Laker

offense had 13 first downs
and 738 total yards. Total
offense for the Hounds
was 132.
The defensive charge
was led by senior
linebacker Kirk Starks,
who threw away the crutches Tuesday and ran on
his bruised ankle until it
loosened up enough, for
him to play. Harp said he
was proud of Starks' "inner desire" and also complimented the player's
parents.
"I really have to hand it
to Kirk's parents," he
said. "The night he got
hurt (last Friday against
South Fulton, Tenn.)they
woke him up every two
hours to put ice on it to
keep the swelling down.
He's also been taking
whirlpools three times a
day. Had he not done
those things, he would not
have been out there
tonight."
Besides Starks,
Workman (bruised
achilles) and Garrison
(bruised ankle) and other
Lakers have ignored injury to maintain the
depth needed to win. It's
that kind of determination that has made CMS
the-district front-runner
since early season and
could carry them on to a
district championship.

elimination. Those three Steinbrener, took over
series all continued the A's last year and led
today.
them to a surprising
"A lot of us went second-place finish.
through lean years, drew
"If we had won this
strength from them, and series, we still would
that makes this all the have a record under .500
more beautiful," said going into the championRick Langford, the ship series," said Larry
winning pitcher Friday -Gura,-- Kansas 'City's
night for the revitalized losing pitcher Friday
their respectite division A's.
night. "That wouldn't
playoffs.
The A's, who won five have been fair. The best
All trailing 2-0 in their straight division titles club in a division should
series,- the Brewers beat from 1971 to 1975, were be the one in that series,
the New York Yankees 5- last in the AL West in and the best club in this
3 in the AL East playoffs, 1979, winning only 54 division is the A's."
The CCHS football prothe Dodgers tripped the games and drawing a
gram is now respected, at
The Royals, who had
Houston Astros 6-1 in the woeful total of 306,000 taken four of the last five
least by the Hounds.
National League West fans-that season. Oakland division pennants,
Reidland Coach Tony
and the Phillies stopped Manager Billy Martin, collected 10 hits off
Burkeen walked up to
the Montreal Expos 6-2 in after being fired by Langford, equaling their
Harp 30 minutes after the
the NL East to stave off Yankees owner George total through the first two
game ended, shook his
games. But they wasted
hand and said, "You're a
most of the hits, including
great coach, you've got a
four in the fifth inning
great teem."
when they failed to score.
SCORING
Langford went 71-3 innCalloway Co.
6 0 6 0 12
Reidland
0 0 0 0 0
ings for the victory, and
ast Quarter) Craig Darna,51relievers Tom
id
arass from Tim Brown. Kick
ir(3rd
Underwood and Dave
Quarter) Tommy
Beard held Kansas City
Workman, 4-yard run. Two-petnt
hitless the rest of the
conversion failed.
Statistics
way.
Calloway County — Tim
Rickey Henderson proBrown, 2 of 5 passes for 51 yar*4
Jeff Garrison, 10 carries for 51
vided the lion's share of
yards; Tommy Workman,26 carthe Oakland offense by
KEEPING'EM OUT-Laker coach Sam Harp praised the protective work of riesfor 137 yards.
reaching base four times
Reidkmd — David Walker,9 ot
his offensive linemen for keeping the Reidland Hounds off Tim Brown (16 at
21 passes for 61 yards; Cliff Mr
and scoring three runs.
left), the Calloway County quarterback.
--Staff photo by John Salerno chell, 11 carries for 43 yards;
Henderson, who led the
John GOMIS,6 carriesfor 9 yards.
league in runs scored,
had two singles and walked twice in the
title-clinching victory.
Paul Molitor socked a
tie-breaking leadoff
homer in a two-run eighth
inning and Ted Simmons By The Associated Press
points in the fourth period starts, scored in the third was idle, and No.2 Covdrove in three runs with a
Fort Campbell and Friday night to edge No.2 period on Jimmy Hat- ington Catholic
meets
homer and a double as Paris took markedly dif- Paintsville 34-31.
chett's 28-yard pass to Newport Catholic tonight.
Milwaukee defeated New ferent routes, but each
Darrell Wallace scored Curtis Jeffries. But
-Class AA: No.3
York.
arrived in the winner's the deciding touchdown DeSales managed to keep dlesboro routed MidLexSimmons' two-run circle after turning back in the second quarter on a the lead when Chris ington
Tates Creek 34-0
homer in the seventh inn- highly regarded five-yard pass from Dishman blocked Roy and
ing snapped a 19-inning opponents in highlight James Extine, then open- McMillen's extra point fifth, Somerset, ranked
slipped by Boyle
scoring drought by the games in Kentucky prep ed the scoring in the kick.
County 20-14.
normally hard-hitting football.
second half with a 41-yard
The only other losses
-Class A: No.3
Brewers. Their decisive
Unbeaten Fort Camp- run. Extine made it 25-7 involving ranked teams Beechwood
slapped
eighth came after the bell, ranked second in with a 32-yard pass to occurred in State AAAA. Dayton
29-6,
No..4
Yankees had jumped on Class AA, blew open a David Payton and Fort No.2 Henderson County Bellevue
stopped
Milwaukee relief ace tight game in the second Campbell was home free dropped a 33-21 decision Newport
Rollie Fingers for a pair _ half and went on to paste with its seventh straight to Evansville, Ind., Harlan 30-13 and Noi
got past Lynn
of runs in the bottom of No.4 Fort Knox 31-7.
win.
Harrison while Lexington Camp 14-6.
the seventh that,tied the
Paris, ranked No.1 in
Fort Knox, which trail- Bryan Station cruised to
score 3-3.
Class A had to score 20 ed only 13-7 at the half, a 38-14 victory over
lost for the first time in fourth-ranked Lexington
eight starts.
Lafayette.
James Clark scored
Three other top-ranked
five touchdowns, the last teams posted routine vicon a 26-yard run with 4:30 tories. Lexington Henry
left in the game, to pull Clay of State AAAA
Paris from a 257 third- smashed Leslie County
GOLF
period deficit. Clark also 38-14, Fort Thomas
COLUMBUS, Ga.(AP)
scored on runs of seven, Highlands of Class AAA - Rookie Payne
Stewart
0
two and 46 yards on also downed Erlanger Scott charged to a
A temperature setting of 68 gives you the
5-under-par
took a nine-yard pass 26-7 and Corbin, tops in 65 to take 3
a -stroke lead
best balance of comfort and savings.
from Robert Marrard.
Class AA, mauled Everts after the second round of
0
degree
above 68 , you pay five to
For each
Tony Mayes ran for 175 45-6.
the rain-delayed $200,000
yards and scored
In other games involv- Southern Open Golf
seven percent more. For each degree you heat
touchdowns on runs of ing ranked teams:
Tournament.
under 68e, you pay four to six percent less.
nine and 92 yards for
-Jefferson County
Stewart .strung
Paintsville, which lost its AAAA: No.3 Ballard clip- together six
birdies over
first game after six wins. ped Waggener 27-7, No.4 the 6,791-yard,
So remember to set your thermostat at
par-70
In a major showdown in St. Xavier outscored Green
Island Country
68° or lower. If you get cool, put on a
Jefferson County AAAA, Manual 42-28 and No.5 Club course
for a 132
top-ranked Louisville Jeffersontown stoped total.
sweater or wrap up in something warm.
DeSales used a missed Eastern 21-7.
Jerry Pate, George
The savings are well worth it.
extra
point to stave off
-State AAAA: No.3 Burns, Bob Gilder, J.C.
Services:
second-ranked Louisville Madisonville cruised to a Sneed
and Calvin Peete
Sunday 10:50 a.m.
Southern 74.
28-6 deciison dyer were at 135.
Tony Johnson fell on a Daviess County and'
7:00 p.m.
Southern fumble at the Ashland, ranked fifth,
VIRGINIA WATER,
Monday-;
loser's three-yard line to measured Huntington, England (AP)
Bill
set up rie:Saies' second- W.Va., 24-15.
Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
'losers scored -a
periocl tAnPhdown. Peter.
-Class AAA: No3LIM,
Situ
ity •
Or. Ins Mootfort,
WentwAch bulled-Toiler cobt County slipped past. over South Africa's Gary
Gent Sposker
•
I •I
1
;
.e
Son Ceryell, Seel tads;
Southern, losing for the outscored Warren Cen- Suntory World Match
second time in seven tral 29-7. No.4 Danville
Championship.
'

Campbell Triumphs In Battle,
Pitting4Prep Fort Against Fort
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MHS Win Streak Halted

'Inconsistent Tigers Felled, 21-14
chahng a V-yard pass to
By JIM RECTOR
runningback Spencer
Sports Editor
Hod Murray High turn- Acne and a 36-yard
ed a potential runaway keeper that took the
into a fourth quarter nail- • Wildcats to the Tiger onebiter, but dill came up yartline. He then faked a
short Friday night dive play and bootlegged
against Trigg County, 21- left for the game's find
14.
home losainaared =Trigg County scored
Tigers threaten* again before the first
win streak and put then quarter ended after MRS
below the .500 mark again punted and Butts
at 3-4 overall. Trigg Coun- capitalized on the Tigers'
ty continued to roll, stret- inability to sustain a
ching its season mark to drive.
A 'flanked punt by
-in Coverall.
Wildcat quarterback Steve McDougal gave
David Butts accounted TCHS excellent field posifor one Trigg touchdown tion inside the MRS 30.
rushing and another one From there, fullback Anpassing while NHS' thony Wilkerson, who
signal caller David Mc- gained 70 yards on 14 carBY LAND,BY AIR-Trigg County quarterback David Butts(16, white jersey
Cuiston passed for one ries, carried twice to the
above and below)threw for one TD and rushed for another to guide the Wildcats
score, yet lost 71 total MILS 16-yard line and
to a 21-14 win over hod Murray High (dark jerseys).
yards in 10 rushing at- teammate Acme took a
-Staff photos by Jim Rector
pitchout in for the score
tempts.
"We could never get on the next play.
MRS finally got on the
anything consecutive going offensively or defen- board late in the second
sively," said a dejected period when the Wildcats
Tiger coach John Hina. were forced to punt from
"We've got nothing to their own 38. Three
alibi about. . .we had a Tigers crashed through
chance to score early in the TCHS defenders, inthe first period and didn't cluding McDougal, who
and that was probably blocked the Wildcat punt
the crucial point in the and Craig Crawford, who
scooped up the pigskin
game."
The point in reference and sprinted 26 yards for
was in the first period the score. Denham added
when Butts rolled right the extra point, his 13th
and coughed up a fumble consecutive point-after,
on his own 10-yard line and MRS trailed 14-7 at
and Tiger defensive back the half.
It was business as usual
Mark Boggess recovered.
MRS was held on downs for the Wildcats in the
and sure-footed David third period when they
Denham tried a field received the second half
goal --hisia inside the kickoff and drove 65
Trigg County 20, but yards in nine plays. The
missed wide and the climax came when Butts
Tiger turnover resulted hit his brother Stevie in
in the first Wildcat scor- the end zone with an 11yard quarterback option
ing drive.
Butts masterminded a pass. David Fuller popsix-play, 80-yard drive in- ped his third extra point

Marvelous Marcus Rides Again

Arizona Gets Shot At StoppingAllen
By The Associated Press Southern Mississippi in State at San Diego State Dame. Sixteenth-ranked
"It is no accident they
Tennessee couldn't do Birmingham, eighth- for a night game, Kansas Miami, Fla., is not are unbeaten," says LSU
it. Indiana couldn't, ranked Brigham Young is State at No.13 Missouri, scheduled.
Coach Donnie Buncan.
either. Neither could at home against Nevada- Baylor at No.14 Southern
A gigantic firike "They have already won
Oklahoma, nor Oregon Las Vegas and No.9 Methodist under the display is planned for San on the road in our league
State. Now it's Arizona's Clemson welcomes lights, Indiana at No.15 Diego, where a (at Oklahoma State). In
turn to try and hold Virginia to Death Valley, Iowa, No.17 UCLA at near-capacity crowd is Matt Roder, they have a
Southern California's alias Clemson Memorial Stanford, No.I8 Ohio expected to see Iowa superb passer. We tried
Marvelous Marcus Allen Stadium.
State at Wisconsin, No.19 State help San Diego to recruit him two years
under 200 yards.
In the Second Ten, Mississippi State at Col- State open its home ago,so we know how good
The Wildcats, who have No.11 Georgia is at orado State and No.20 season after three road he is. They have a wide
compiled a 2-2 record in Mississippi, No.12 Iowa Florida State at Notre triumphs.
variety of receivers.
four homes games, have
Their coach (Doug
a beauty for their first
Scovil) is an experienced
road trip of the season master of the pawing
a journey to Los Angeles
game.
for a meeting with Allen
The rest of the SaturMaxim Co. 42, West Carter I
and No.1-ranked
Bardstown 48, Anderson Co.0
Major League
day
night schedule finds
Mayfield 34, Marshall Co. 13
Bath Co. 20,Lewis Co. 16
Southern Cal.
6,Knott Central0
Colgate at Temple, South
Beechwood 29, Dayton6
34, Lea. Tales
The series stands 9-0 in Baseball Playoffs
Belfry 28, Johnson Central0
Carolina at Kentucky,
Bell Co. 7, Powell Valley, Creek 0
favor of USC,so it comes
Bas441,Nelarks
Louisville at Memphis
Co. 29,Fairview 0
Tenn.,
6
Troaday's Game
as no surprise that
Hardin North Bulling
Bellevue 30, Newport 13
Lamar at
State,
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Obion Co., Tenn., Central 43,
Betsy Layne 42, Mullins0
Arizonh Coach Larry
Rot
Northeast
Louisiana,
Fulton
Co.
0
Caldwell Co. 21, McLean Co.6
1,too Angelo 1
Smith says he doesn't Houstca AMERICAN
Ohio Co. 12, Butler Co.0
McNeese State at NorCalloway Co.12, Reidland 0
LEAGUE
Owensboro Apollo 21, Builitt
have to "build USC up to
WelDivon
Campbell Co. 33, Covington
thwestern Louisiana,
Central 11
Holmes0
Ramo"11Y1
our players this week. Oakland 4.Wedroaday's
Marshall at TennesseePaducah Tilghman 19, Bowling
Gems
Campbellsville 33,Caverns6
They know how good they
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Green 14
Casey Co.53, Gainaliel 20
Cuittanooga, Vanderbilt
Woks
Eget
Paintsville
31
34,
Park
are. They're blessed with Montreal 3, Philadelphia 1
Cawood 39,Knox Central0
at Tulane, Western
Phelps 12, Lenore, W.Va.1
Christian Co. 35, Owensboro
a good amount of fine
Wet Division
Piksvilk 41,Jenldna6
Carolina at Wofford,
Catholic 6
mono.
Houston 1, Du Arvin 0, 11
Prestonsburg 10. Lawrence Co.
athletes.
Clark Co. 26, Montgomery Co.
at Wichita State,
Drake
Houton Meta series 34
14
24
"But I'll tell you thisAMERICAN LEAGUE
Richmond Madison V,Beres 18
Conner
21,
Boone
Co.
7
Texas Christian at Rice,
we're not coming in there Oakland 7., Wee Diablo Oakland leads
Russell 10,Boyd Co.II
Corbin 45,Everts6
Rama Qty 1,
Louisiana Tech at TexasRussell Co.7,Barren Co.
Crittenden Co. 18, Greenville 6
to look good; we're going Serial 2-0
Scott Po.32,Franklin Co.21
Cumberland 32, Virgie 0
East DM**
Arlington, Arkansas at
in to win. Nowadays, I Na.York 1,Milwaukee
Shelby Co. 3$,Owensboro 11
Dixie Heights 39, Ludlow 8
3
Texas Tech, Southern Ildill believe there is not
Somerset 10,Boyle Co 14 OT
Tbasday's Gams
East Carter 2O. Fleming Co. 7
Todd Central 41,Hancock Co. 19
AMERICAN LEAGUE
linois at West Texas
East Hardin 8, Allen Co.0
that much difference betTompldneville X,Metcalfe Co.
Bait Don
State, Oregon at Arizona
ween the top team and a New Yon 3, Milwaakee 0, New York 21Edznonson Co. a,West Hardin 0
14
State, Fullerton State at
Tria Cu.21, Murray 14
Elizabethtown 21, Meade Co. 14
host of others. We simply leads seriesNATIONAL
LEAGUE
Unica Co.12,Webster Co.0
Elkhorn City 26, Hazard 22
Fresno State, Texas-El
have to make USC beat us
Eat Olirlisa
Warren East 18,Gloom6
Erlanger Uoyd 13, Simon KenMontreal 1, Ptgadalphia 1, Montreal
Paso at New Mexico and
Washingtan Co.34,Taylor Co.
and not beat ouselves."
ton
6
leads sense 14
Wayne Co.?, Mercer Co.
Utah State at Pacific.
Estill Co. 38, Rockcastle Co. X
Led by Allen's incrediGomm
Evansville, Ind., Harriman 33,
LEAGUE
ble rushing average of
Henderson Co. 21
WaitDIMON
Fort Campbell 31,Fort Knox 7
231.3 yards a game, Kansas City (Gars 111) at Oakland
Fort Thomas Highlands MI,
(11)
Southern Cal has rolled (Lung:ford 11-10),
Erlanger Scott 7
Tag Onrksion
• up a 483.3-yard average Milwaukee flArch 74 or V ockovich 14-41
Frankfort 49, Eminence6
(Minna,(al
Franklin-Simpson X, Warren
in total offense (second at New YorkNA17011AL
LEAGUE
Central 7
nationally) and 37 points
Wee DIvileo
Garrard Co. 29, Harrodsburg V
Houton
(Etiennev
061
at
Ur
Angela
best).
Grayson Co. 34, Brecidnridge
They
game
(fifth
a
Heaton 114
Co.0
are tops in rushing with
rmot DIvialal
Green Co. 46, Adair Co.0
11.71
at
Montreal
(
Burris
Philadelphia
358
361.3 yards a game to
Harlan 14,Lynn Camp 4
INcies 3-3 or Chnitenne 4-7
Harrison Co. 13, Frankfort
for Oklahoma.
Sidirday's Games
Western Hills 6
/JLERICAN LEMAJE
When he's not going
Heath 35, Lone Oak 3
Wait Mike
Huntington, W.Va., Vinson 27,
overboard in platitudes Kansa City M °gland.if necessary
0
RacelaM
Diadem
Rod
about Allen - his four Milwaukee at New Yor, if wow?
Jackson Co.. Tenn., 53, Clinton
consecutive 200-yard
, NATIONAL LEAGUE
Co. 7
Jessamine Co. 28, Bourbon Co.
games and 925 yards over Montreal at fatWalesIf necessary
14
that stretch set national
Wag Make
Johns Creek 68, Fleming-Neon
Angeles,V necessary
records - USC Coach Horton at Lea
7
RESTAURANT
SondesGem
LaRue Co. 35, Bullitt East 7
John Robinson warns
AMERICAN LIM=
Lea.
Lox.
Bryan
Station
38,
cam.a Try our truly aetbaatic Chinas.
Milo
that "Arizona is a solid Kansas Qty at%I
Lafayette 14
Oakland,(a1, if necessary
feed.
Lax. Henry Clay 38. Leslie Co.
team with good offensive
tan Wilk
14
iheakfast 6-11
Aasseicess
Windom
neraistry
at
Neer
Yet,
(a),
if
balance. I'm also imLincoin Co. 16,Owen Co.6
NATIONAL I/ACRA1
Lamb 11-2 Mow 4-10
pressed that they held
Lou. Ballard 27, Lou. Waggener
Cut Miriam
Weekday Lunch .
if naremary
Stanford to one Montreal at Philidelphia.
antfsi
Lou. Bishop David 64, Lou.
Combo Plate
Special
touchdown."
Hagan it Las Angeles, if necessary
Shawnee
Loa. DeSales 7, Lou.Southern
Meanwhile, runner-up
-Lunch
Sat
High School • Lon.Does ri, Lou. Moore 14
Penn State plays host to
Lou. Fairdale 34, Lou. Atherton
All You Can Eat
Boston College,
12
Football
. Sunday Buffet
Lou. Jeffersontowie 21,
third-ranked Texas and
11111kirn 7
_
Itut-siturCP
T
All You Can Eat
go.lu Ukliboma square
Pleasure
ril
l
i
rIl
ark
le
Leal
21,
..off in Dallas,fourth-rated
Shekion
Miry.641 South, Men be
Los. koquoia2
itt is at West Virginia, HuisellvUle 25, Fulton City0 • Lou Seneca 42, Lou. Fern
- Murray,Ky.(5111)153-44$11
Creek 14
No.5 North Carolina
Games
Friday
Loa. St. Xavier 42, Lou. Manual
entertains Wake Forest,
Ovrimi soidiast,Jemmy Ns
21
Ashland 24, Huntington. W.Va.
sixth-ranked Michigan
Lou. Western 7, Lou..Valley 0
We Wilms Take Out Orders"
visits Michigan State, 15Ballard Memorial 22, Maassc Madison Centra16,[Ante!0a 3
Madisonville-1k DeviessCo.•
No.? Alabama faces Co., 111., 20
Marion Co. 25. Nelson Co. 15

Sports At A Glance
1:6=
1121n

tom but raised up in time
to cradle McCuiston's
desperation toss
Denham put his 14th
straight kick through the
weights, yet he didn't get
a Aid at No. IS Fnday

mitatrta FA- came
of the night and MIS through f -tbe Tigers
kd, 21-7, with 6:40 re- one more time, recovermaining in the third ing an Acree fumble at
midfield
quarter.
McCuiston gave to
air
unleashed
an
Hina
attack that saw Mc- Pace for 10 yards, then
a pass to liteDotqpii
Cuiston, Ronnie Pace and
even end Andy Parts that would have carried
throwing the ball, all of the Tigers to the
which added up to seven Wildcats' 16-yard line,
of 15 completed, in- but a penalty brought the
cluding one by McCuiston ball back to midfield. Mcthat added seven more Cuiston lost 30 yards on
the next pus attempt and
points to the /MS total.
MIS used four precious the Tigers were forced to
minutes of the fourth give up the ball on downs.
period before McCuiston
Runs by Wilkerson and
finally capped a 65-yard Acree resulted in a
drive with a leaping Wildcat first down and
spiral that fell into the time expired with Butts
arms of Jon Billington, guarding the ball.
who had fallen in the end
The win will add

rutd

momentum to ICH,
when the Wildcata
resume their district
schedule hosting
Mayfield next week. blur
ray will attempt to
recover from the leas
while serving all
Homecoming hosts ta
district nye! Greenvill,
Fnday at Ty Hallam'
Stadium

run
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Total oilerne 9.9
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MINI PREVIEW - Before the Murray High and Trigg County high school
game, the fans at Ty Holland Stadium were treated to exhibition play by the
Murray Little League Oilers, Steelers and Cowboys. (Above) Cowboy runner
(10)cuts back to avoid Oiler pursuit.
-Staff photo by Jim Rector
Trophy Hootor's

MSU Advances In Southern
Only three southern
universities are ahead of
Murray State entering today's rounds of the
prestigious Southern intercollegiate Tennis
Tournament currently
underway at Athens,Ga.
Host Georgia holds a
four-point, 12-8 lead over
the Racers.
Second to Georgia is
Clemson with 10 overall
points followed by South
4ro1ina in third with
One. :Below the MSU
travellers are such en-

as Duke, Louisiana
State, Florida State,
Vanderbilt and Wake
Forrest in a 33-Learn field.
MSU's No. 1 singles
player Terje Persson survived his first two matches including a win over
Furman's All American
Don Barton, 6-7, 6-3, 6-4.
By defeating Barton and
advancing to the final 18,
Persson has claimed the
destinction of advancing
further than any other
Ohio Valley Conference
player in the tourney's
history.
tries
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"I can get you more
protection for your
insurance dollar."
It you own a home and a car
you re probably eligible for PCP Personal Comprehensive Protection
-from The Continental Insurance
Companies That means you can
get protection for your home auto
persofiirproperty. liability and
more in a single. convenient policy
PCP gives you more-with
higher limits for your property and
liability and replacement cost coverage on your hoine and in most

cases your household furnishings
You can also choose from options
like disability income insurance to
•
suit your needs
In short PCP gives you more
protection for your insurance dollar
So much more that J believe PCP is
one of the best insurance values
available today Stpp by or give me
forllyle
oluyOu know how PCP can
a
wo
crakIll
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Fins 114 Feathers
Too Many Crappie
Found In Grayson Lake
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LAKELAND OUTDOORS
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A dedicated crappie
fisherman might set
last afternoon. We went believe there can be too
back to the same valley, many of his favorite fish,
but when we arrived we but too many crappie Is
saw nothing of the con- definitely the case at
centration of birds that Grayson Lake in Eastern
was there the day Kentucky, according to
previous. We took up new fisheries biologists with
stations, loaded our guns the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife
and waited.
And the wait wasn't Resources.
The crappie population
long. When the doves
came, they did so with in this 1,500-acre imsuicidal fury, this time poundment has shot up
not in waves, but in con- from about 10 pounds per
tinuous strings, acre in 1975 to over 90
thousands upon literally pounds per acre today.
thousands of birds. It was While this might seem
a fantastic scene. Had I like good news to
been so inclined, I'm sure fishermen, the bad news
I could have shot at a Is that the majority of
dove in range every five these crappie are around
seconds of the entire four inches long.
As long as their
afternoon. Instead I shot
remain as large
numbers
and
sat
,
some, unloaded
admired the spectacle, on as they are now, these
which must have ap- fish won't grow any bigproached what the Ken- ger."Some of these small
tucky settlers saw when crappie are three-yearthe passenger pigeons old fish," says Ted
Crowell, assistant direcflew by.
I hope to hunt in Mexico tor of the fish and wildlife
again some day. But if I department's fisheries
don't, I'll remember this division. "They should be
trip as no other before it. between nine and 12 inPaper and words aren't ches long."
And the crappie are
adequate to describe it. It
affecting the
seriously
truly was the hunt of a
bass population of
lifetime.

heat What--began as
sporadic shooting had cattle ploddinbg off into
grown to a steady rattle the brush. Chuck Munup and down the line by 5 son, driver of our van,
p.m. The birds were said he's been far off the
dynamic flyers, coming road hunting when sudin low and fast over the den rainstrozns turned
trees. I'd brought a 12- the rutted trails into
gauge with a full choke quagmires. Tractors and
barrel. The rest of that four-wheel trucks were
day I wished many times used to tow the vans back
to pavement.
for a cylinder bore.
Again we rounded a
I examined the first
whitewing I knocked curve, and there were the
down. The bird was half bird boys. We made our
again larger than a mour- pointing/nodding conning dove, and it had a tracts and continued.
Finally we broke over
distinct white band of
feathers across each the crest of a ridge and
wing. There was no there, stretching for ten
mistaking it from the miles, as a beautiful
mourner or from blue cultivated valley. Also
whitewrock pigeons,'which were there were
also feeding in the maize ings, scattering by the
hundreds from trees surfield.
Most everyone got rounding the maize
limits that first after- fields. Excitement in our
noon, but those who hunt van grew quickly.
•Chico deployed the
in Mexico each season
Chuck Munson of Houston,Texas,follows through were disappointed in the forces, and this time
on a whitewing flying over a maize field south of number of doves flying. there was no waiting for
Reynosa, Mexico. Whitewings offer some of the I thought the action was action to pick up. The
sportiest wingshooting on the continent, and we good, but I saw none of doves were here en
sampled some of the best.
the waves and ctouds of masse, and our intrusion
Photo By Wade Bourne
birds I'd heard so much had put many of them on
the wing.
(This is the second part There were several thou- about.
The wind was stronger
tdisappoin
little
What
of a two-part series about sand acres of uncut
the day before, due
than
was
was
hunting white-wing doves maize, a grain similar to ment there with a 10 to a cold front that was
however,
sated,
in Mexico)
our mil. All heads in the
at La pushing throughfrom the
It was 3- iy.m. when van except the driver's p..m. feast
nt in north. All the birds seemRestaura
a
Cucarach
Chico Garza led our hun- were riveted ,toward the
ed headed in one direcPlatMexico.
Reynosa,
ting caravan deep into field, watching intently
frog tion down the field. They
shrimp,
fried
of
ters
northeastern Mexico's for doves coming to feed.
goat ribs and were also all flying downmesquite country in Several birds were on the legs, tluail,
an wind at what I guessed to
search of whitewing wing, but whitewing other Mexic
be 80 mph. They would
consumwere
ies
specialit
doves. Some ten miles veterans seemed disapout of the trees and
dart
great
of
tales
ed amidst
down a rutted, dusty road pointed at the prospects.
before I could
gone
be
the
misses,
and
hits,
we rounded a curve and
A farm trail ran the afternoon had borne. And mount my gun to my
75
saw approximately
Fishing conditions are
width of the field on the
op- shoulder. Drove after
peasant men waiting in western border, and -there was much
g as the days
Improvin
doves!
darting
of
drove
pickup beds, under trees, Chico iinstructed us to timism about what the
by. We still
slip
rapidly
Now I was getting a taste
squatting in small -spread out along this next afternoon would br- of why whitewing have an occasional front
clusters. When they saw road. I had picked out two ing. One of the Chico's
with shooting is addictive to so which shuts the fish
us the clusters broke up helpers during the bird scouts had called in
feeding down for a short
a many yankee hunters.
as the men rushed to sur- boy rush back on the word that he'd located of
while but, most of the
could
boys
bird
The
ation
round our vans. Each road. I handed one my hugh concentr
something will hit.
time,
70 crouch with me, watching
gestured at the strange shotgun and draped -my whitewings in a valley,
ed this last
discover
I
saying
and
skies
the
white faces behind the shell vest around his miles south of Reynosa
the big
when
weekend
!"
The fiat Morning was uParalaa, paloma
air-conditioned glass, shoulders. The other I
at a lure
slapped
just
bass
vere
birds
the
whenever
eager for an afternoon's gave my seat, extra reserved for late sleeping. coming. They'd giggle as the cold front came inand shopping in Reynosa
wage as a bird boy.
boxes of shells and a Then at 1:15 p.m. the con- when I missed. They got to this area. The lake
Contracts were made Coke. Together we
in a lot of giggling. level was dropping also
without speaking. The started along the path to voy gathered again in
and I feel sure this afMcAllen, Texas,and once They'd also laugh with fected the bass feeding
American hunters find a spot.
more we headed south glee when I'd connect and
pointed at individual
We had been instructed across the Rio Grande, send a whitewing to the activity too.
Mexicans, then at that only whitewings
in a cloud of • I fished with Steve
themselves, and the were legal. Many mourn- the border checkposts, ground
Lacey and Neil Hughes
brown men nodded in ing doves were also using Reynosa and into the feathers. was literally who live in the Insky
The
understanding. Those the field, but that season farm and mesquite flats
most of dianapolis area. This was
chosen rushed off to wasn't open. I'd just left on the Victoria highway. full of birds for and our the third time I fished
Much was like the the afternoon,
climb into the bed of some good mourning
McAllen was with Steve and the second
Chico's truck to ride the dove shooting in Ken- events of the previous ride back to
by con- with NeiLand I really did
rest of the way to the tucky, and it was difficult day. When we turned off accompanied laughing enjoy being with these
the paved road we follow- siderably more
field.
when these ed dusty ruts for miles. and boasting than the two fine gentlemen.
fire
hold
to
and
d
bounce
We
They rank at the top
coming out There were no houses or afternoon before.
scraped our way over birds started .
me for many
with
But the best of all was
another couple of miles of the mesquite gs started buildings, only an,occanot to mention
reasons,
whitewin
The
and
sional fence and reserved for the third
until the brush parted and
at casting.
expertise
their
later, due to the
a huge field appeared. flying
The only problem I know
they could have is, they
****************************
*
live too far from KenPark
State
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at
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tucky Lake to fish it
A.
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put in about 18
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casting, using every
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Fishing Conditions Improve
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from Grayson and (2) put
a 15-inch size limit on
bass taken from the lake.
Next April or May, the
of Flab and
Departmentit Resources will
dock 15,000 largemouth
bass in Grayson. These
fish will be around 10 inches long and will,
biologists _believe, soon
develop a taste for fourinch crappie. The 15-inch
size limit will protect
them from fishermen
through next sunimer,
so they will have an entire season to help restore
some kind of balance to
the lake by eating crappieWhil\ they are hopeful
about the results
biologists aren't sure how
effective their measures
will be. "As far as we
know, these kinds of control measures have never
been applied together on
a lake the size of
Grayson." Crowell says.
"We're going to have to
take a close look at each
step in the process and
perhaps do a lot of improvising.
It will be about this
time next year before
biologists assess the
results of their efforts at
Grayson. But if things do
work out as planned, the
fishing for all species including crappie should be
a lot better in the future
than it is now at Grayson.

Grayson. Young bass and
crappie compete for the
same food and in Grayson
the crappie, because of
their great numbers, are
getting mod of ft. So even
though bass spawn each
year at Grayson, very
few survive this competition to reach catchable
size.
Obviously, this Is a
situation which needs
some corrective action,
so fisheries biologists
have come up with a plan
they hope will help
restore some balance to
the lake.
The first step is a rapid
drawdown of the lake.
The U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers Awn* to help
by dropping the lake level
as rapidly as possible,
beginning right after the
Labor Day weekend. The
lake will be pulled down
to about nine feet below
Its normal winter pool
level and held there until
next spring.
Biologists hope this
raipid cirawdown will
"flush" many of the
crapie out of the lake.
But since this won't
remove enough crappie,
biologists will spend
much of the winter netting crappie from the
lake.
By next spring, regulations will be in effect
which will (1) remove all
creel and possession
limits on crappie taken

largemouth, smallmouth
and Kentucky bass in
equal junetuits. We also
netted several drum,
crappie, yellow stripes
and sunfish but these
were not included in the
total. By the way, all of
the bass were released
alive to be caught again
some day!
These guys worked
hard for two days and
didn't keep any fish, even
though they had several
pounds which could have
gone in the freezer.
That's bass sportfishing
ma nutshell!
Many local crappie
fishermen have done well
for several weeks now as
these fish continue to
work their way onto the
dropoffs and Into the
shallows.
Bill McDouglal and
Jerry Lee had an exciting
day at Bill's favorite
cove. They kept approx.
20-25 crassle in the one
and one . pound class.
Sauger are on the move
again so keep those trolling reels oiled a while
longer. Many of the areas
still hold good schools of
sauger, just waiting for a
deep running rebel to
coem by!
I am not sure about the
exact lake elevation but it
is close to winter pool
anyway. Watch close for
stumps and bars, they
are hard on props.
Happy
Fishing

Group Formed To Combat
Hunters And Game Hogs
Louisville — A group of cornerstone of the
concerned hunters in association — "If you're
Kentucky have formed an not going to retrieve it,
organization to combat clean it and consume it —
anti-bunters and game don't shootit."
Joe Fay Britt, also of
hogs. They call
themselves the Interna- Madisonville, is vice
tional Association for the .preaideat, and Earl Ruby
Preservation of game for ot.Louisville,secretary.
,
'They have set annual
the table.
ThOr aim is to en- dues at ;15 for the first
courage hunters to put up 1,000 charter members,
the gun when their table who will receive a distincwish is met, to leave no tive cooking apron,
cripple in the field, and to numbered mem beship
exchange information certifiate, a numbered
about the best ways to membership card and
preserve and prepare periodic newsletters givgameforthetable•
Heading this public- from members and other
spirited group is R. W. sources around the world.
Membership aplica(Bud) Waskom, of
may be obtained
dons
dad
His
old
lle.
Madisonvi
laid down one strict rule, from any one of the ofwhich has become the ficers.
IMPIROVIMINT

AL'S

Since 191111•15 Years Of Dependable Service
Fully Insured For Your Protection
Finest Quality Workmanship
Buy Direct From Your
Local Contractor

'CoverIlifiNindows
*Cover Over Hang
On Brick Homo,
Meyer Paint Again

Fre. Estimates Call

Remodeling
IA *Complete

4

We Suild Cupboards To Fit
*Roofing
*Stem Windows b Door,

436-2802
Rt 5 Rom 20511 Murray,Sly_

,
filt"Ile 4111( All"1"6"U"1"
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Murray Bait Co.

Sportsman's Marina
At Jonathan Creek

Announces

Fred Gardner, Owner

NI W40 .,tut 52 Coverer:154os For Houseboats

Wholesale Live Bait

LOCAL DEALER for GAL VA-LIFT Bali Hoists

NE? .10 Cowered Slops For Cruraws

:

Quality 8 Quantify Guaranteed
Hwy. 94 East
Murray, Ky. 42071

E.tsp Io trpre.ole ehromotes

martne growth on boat bottom

Authonzeri EVINRUDE DEALER ill
Sees b Service

Phone

A cOacent to Sportsman

$ Saftwo Campground

502/3544.558

Rt. 5 Benton, KY 42025

502-7c3-5693
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Storey's

Hooks Wheel •
gnment ••1.
•• Tires,Ali
Wheels 8 Accessories'
I

FOOD
GIANT

Beamod Knightly La,

1Wh'y Pay More For Your Next Boot"'
•

Open 7 Days A Week
a.m. 11:00 p.m. •
Hwy. 641 So.
Phone 753-8322
•

Featioring

SePRTING.GOSMS

• -41/C:.E. l4owk hoots • • ':c. rum
iz
u
vinru e
Sales 8. Service -7-

abmoic. Plale-Isio'ray, Ky.

090

Evonnuot
SALES a
,1r SHAWf
!

Lit.2Buchanan tan.(901)232

1—

Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sunday 1-6

I.

•
• .Coe:Truck ;-'---fr.o• ctpr fluis— A
I
:
• -Road and Field-Service •
•
•
•
•
.410 N.4th
•
•
•
•
•
753-83a4'=-753-6779
•11•Mellelleb00000
141

•••••••••0000000sae

%.
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Community
Improvements
Spotlighted
Television viewers in
Murray may learn more
'about planned communetY improvements by watching the Tuesday, Oct.
13, edition of "Spotlight
on Murray" on MSU-TV
Cable 11.
Efforts to enhance the
appearance of the community will be discussed
by Dr. William Parsons,
chairman of a volunteer
group working to make
improvements.
Joining Parsons will be
artist Joe Rigsby who has
been helping design more
attractive signs for local'
businesses. Rigsby will
also discuss the proposed
'downtown facelift pro.
JettEldon Matlick,
member of the Murray
State music faculty, will
appear on the second half
of "Spotlight" to talk
abut the faculty recital
aeries. Matlick will give
some insight as to the
purpose of the series.

ta
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smirf pRicEBREAKERs

"

cioanese Corp
•

Fashion Colors

10 Packets
Per Box

Men's
I0-p3

For

72x90" Twin/Full"Caprice" Blanket
Cozy comfort in rich-tone colors. for
twin- or full-size bed. Soft polVester

29

2

Our
88C
Crew Socks
With Orlon'
Comfortable
Orlon•acrylic/stretch nylon
•Du
in colors.
Pont rzsa rro
Pr.

California
Big Red
Pistachios

PISTACHIOS

160g.

WR 1E0/ il LB) 154

4
24P.

24,9x101
'
Sheets

BAGS

Tour Choice

VACUUM CLEANER

BAGS

28

With medium

drint

•
7- Cover
Included

1.77r-2.28 - 2 To 5 .1.
2v42 - Work 'n Hobby Helpers
in Plcg.
Sabre saw blades, pliVacuum Bogs Our 3.97
Our 74e
ers,,wrench, sandpaper.

Utility Pan

32-ox.' Dynamo'
Liquid laundry
detergent. Concentrated formula. Savel

Dinner

Fish
Deep-Fried
breaded and
portions,
and
fish
French fries,
satisfying
tender-fried.,
coleslaw. A
now
zesty
morel Save
meal tK

FILM
DEVELOPING
.
• SPECIALS
11- To 16-01.
Net Wt.
Depending
On Pigment

• DEVELOP AND PRINT
Kodocolor H'1Focal
Color Print Films
on up to

•

2-Exp. 1.67

•up to

•20-Exp.167
up to
•24-Exp.
3.37
up to
36-Exp. 4.17
•

nieelP

BAYER
ASPIRIN
-

Our

.22-cal.
Mini Mag Shells
•
100 high
- shells in -velocity, long-rifle
handy holder
Save.

bee

Poker Cords
Deluxe poker
$
Plms1
.1
1
playing cards.

2

at your K mart
camera dept

QUALITY PARTS AND SERVICE
SPECIALS THRU SATURDAY

=.

i

2 7

Nestea Iced
Tea Mix

irPuA.

•

WE r,1
KONOR

121
44
Say& Misses'
Plush 9100CtIt
FoshlOn Robes
All Our newfst
styles including
ups
wroPs• zipfronts
and snaP
Celanese' N net' triacetate
ana other blends.
-Arnett% a 2.0 9"1

6(1

41244g

ow.•

apiagr
ilart Moo as• •••

Our Reg.16.96

=_-_ Frames Drake

ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) .
Interruptions interfere with
your need for privacy. You
have ambivalent feelings
about mingling with others.
Evening brings improvement.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20) t:SOW.
Social life is active, but the
inclination to overdo is strong.
You'll be pleased by one new
introduction, though. Don't
scatter energies.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Lots of talk with but little
result may be the outcome of
much of this day. Still,
towards nightfall, you meet
with a new opportunity.
CANCER
(June 21 to July-22#
Company may overstay
their welcome. In-laws could
be troublesome. An unexpected development after
dark proves stimulating.
LEO
(July23 to Aug.22)
After much discussion,
you'll reach agreement about
an investment or joint expenditure. Be careful of expenses
when traveling.
VIRGO
(Atig. 23 to Sept. 72)
Togethemess is on your
agenda, but you'll have to
watch spending. Don't try to
impress others with anything
but your true personality.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23to Oct.22) -n-rel
Guard against overwork.
Don't take on more than you
can handle comfortably.
Evening brings new work and
financial opportunities.
SCORPIO
(Oct. M toNov.21)
III-advised involvements
may be more trouble than
they are worth. Still, you
should not give up your desire.
to expand your horizons.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22toDec.21) "
You'll have a host of visitors
now, but cut it short if others
start to drsir. you. You'll enjoy
happy domesticity after dark.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.72to Jan. 19) Vi
You -could make &tors in
judgment now. Be careful in
whom you confide. Remember
tO fulfi” promises. Evening
brings good news.
AQUARIUS'
(Jan.20 to Feb.18)
It's a time for money to
come in and go out. Try to
keep the financial ledger on
the plus side. Career opportunity beckons.
PISCES
(Feb.19to Mar.20) XQ'
You may be uncertain in
your career goals. Don't use
. shopping as an escape trip.
You'll get unexpectedly good
; advice around nightfall.
YOU BORN TODAY are
I• dealistic, high-strung and
.
4n concerned- about die welfare
;of others. You work best when
motivated by an ideal and
s would be a good .spokeanan
for a cause. Charisznatic, you
4 ean inspire others. Often you
• are drawn to the arts, where
youll have success as a
• pbwwright, r4usicirm, cornsignor, lectufbr,
• chitect, painter or aetoe. Da
not let a need for financid
.
security keep you from taking
▪ a chance on your innate
creativity. Birthdate of
Eleanor iiaosevelt, First
Lady; Francois blauriac,
novel
eta
ll Jerome Rob.
bins:

ow or ansaimimi
m

alp
,*sew tosoo
433#13.4 •
sib •••••••••• ••••••
•••

TUESDAY

Your
Individual
Horoscope
FOR SUNDAY,
OCTOBER 11,1981
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find.out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

ors OW
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•
idipmess
•
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SIZES

SALE

P185/75113
(N1711113)

46.00

P155/75514
Kamm

49.00

P115/75114
111171.14)

54.00

P205/75511

57.00

(3171.111

to3e

MONRO.MATFC

1
lit..4S.343 aim* Moo
Suiplesermemo. tlarsIhml
•• *PM Mom%
Prom% A444•••••••#

61.00
P215/75114
(5171114)

, 011orrowey
1••••••••• an.* os.•1101.

62.00
Sale Price

63.00

67.00

P235/1511)5
Ut7111 IS

68.00

-1,225175115
smos)

70.00

11111711.315

•

Computer
Balance
Ea., 2.97

in7

'KM Rodlor 225 Steel-beiti+d Radial Whitewalls
Our Reg.52.88
P165/80R13

H. D. Muffler Installed
Sizes_ for many U.S
• cars. ,light trucks
On Sato I
ssysesassess
nna oat.17 snow ur•Primoors irroarns)Paclueso

Mounling Included* No Trade-in Required
4
.1111111-11 411C71 11FTHE SAVING Ipt. ALIF

Our Reg.68.88

49.88

66.00
1225/75115

•••••

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.

•

4.4
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THE ACES*
"The first and worst of all
frauds is to cheat oneself "
- Gamaliel Bailey

111 4
:
:
C°R
IRAG
NORTH

?lO:
5446 21°
9
•K Q J 7 4
EAST
WEST
•6 4
•K 9 8 5 2
In today's tempting game,•J 10 4
Q 8 76
0 J 10 8 7
declarer cheats himself if he •K 5 4
•A 3
accepts too quickly some- +95
thing that he gets for nothSOUTH
7 33 2
•A K
ing Better to look ahead
and assure oneself of using
0A Q3
dummy's club suit.
+1062
Dummy's spade 10 cannot

be covered by East and

Vulnerable: Both
declarer is at the cross- South The biddingroads. If he sees this trick
a free finesse, he is destined Seed West Nortl East
All
3 NT
Pass
to lose the hand. Dummy's IN?
pa-,
10 holds and clubs are started. East holds up his ace and
when West plays high -low to
Opening lead: Spade five
show his doubleton, East
knows that he should duck clubs and one diamond to
two rounds. And after the salt his game away
clubs are put to sleep, Beware of free finesses.
Prowas
4-10
of Oct.
EMPLOY THE HANDICAPPED WEEK - The week Murray by Mayor declarer can go no further. Sometimes they can cost
of
city
the
in
claimed "Employ the Handicapped Week"
only seven tricks much more than one might
left) Alma Higgins and He takes
falls by two think.
game
the
and
Melvin B. Henley. With Henley were (back row, from
Tripp Thurman, Calloway tricks.
Karen Harp, both of Bureau of Social Services, and
.
Bid with Corn
When the hand was
County's "employ the handicapped" representative
played by Jim Chew of
10-10-81-B
Tulsa, he saw that the open- South holds
ing spade lead gave him
+64
nothing he didn't have
V Q8 76
already - Jim could
•J 108 7
spade
two
always score
*A 83
tricks. The key to success
not with winning two
was 90 percent blind but lay
spade tricks, but where to North Saab
Tripp Thurman, chair- for National Employ the now has 20-20 vision.
I NT
win the second spade trick. 1+
man of the Murray- Handicapped Week, Oct.
211
the county's
As
to
entry
an
assure
To
4-10.
Senior
Calloway County
Thurman dummy's clubs, Jim overThurman suffered polio representative,
Citizens organization,
to be "a took dummy's 10 with his ANSWER: Pass A miniwants
said he
e and not
was selected as Calloway and encephalitis at age reminder to think about ace
and knocked out East's mum respons
At one time, he also
encouraging invian
worth
County's representative
"
d
apped.
returne
handic
East
clubs.
ace of
hiring the
tational raise to three
The week also is the diamond jack but Jim hearts.
up
hopped
He
ready.
was
tion
coopera
observed in
led a spade.
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
with 1981 being with his ace and
of what P0 Box 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225.
ess
regardl
Now
Interna
designated the
West did, Jim could score with self-addressed, stamped envelope
tional Year of the Disabl- eke° spades, two hearts, four for reply

Thurman Is Representative
For Hire The Handicapped

=
PUBLIC NOTICE
Effective immediately the Kentucky
Special Supplemental Food Program for
women, infants, and children (WIC)
funded by the United States Department
of Agriculture will be implementing a
revised income poverty guideline. The
new guidelines were developed in keeping with the present policies in
Washington.
All new applicants or persons on
waiting lists will be required to meet the
revised income standards in addition to
the nutritional risk criteria before they
can qualify for the WIC Program. Persons presently receiving benefits will not
be required to meet the income criteria
until their next scheduled certification.
To obtain additional information about
the WIC Program, we urge interested
persons to contact the Calloway County
Health Department at 701 Olive, Murray, Monday thru Friday between the
hours of 8:00 and 4:00 or call 753-3381.
The WIC Program is open to everyone
regardless of race, color, or national
origin.
ORDINANCE NUMBER 740
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING ZONING ORDINANCE NUMBER 491 SO AS TO REZONE
PROPERTY COMMONLY KNOWN AS 1653 and
1655 CALLOWAY AVENUE FROM R-3 TO
P.O
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL
OF THE CITY OF MURRAY:
Ordinance Number 491 (Zoning Ordinance) is
hereby amended to rezone the following property, commonly known as 1653 and 1655 Calloway
Avenue, and moreparticularly described below,

ACROSS
1 Deduce
6 Dressed
11 Main COWS.
12 Wears away
14 Conjunction
15 Woody
17 Languish
18 Card game
20 Transactions
22 Chinese
pagoda
21 Paradise
25 Sailing
vessels
27 12 mos
28 Repulse
30 Tidiest
32 Overwhelmed
34 Expires
35 Hesitates
38 Twangy
41 Time abbr
42 Heavens
4-4 Simple
45 Silas
47 Lance
49 Noise
50 Lamb's pen
name
52 Lifts with
lever
54 Minn.'s
neighbor
55 Colonize
57 Falls into
disuse
59 Carried
80 Madrid's
locale
DOWN
1 Interior
2 Patton
symbol
3 Monk's hide

4 Lampreys
5 Kind of race
6 Renovated
7 Coniunclion
8 Nod
9 Prepare for
print
10 Procrastinates,

11 Ardent
13 Begin
16 Verve
19 Asian land
21 Killed
24 Efts
26 Vapor
29 Pungent
vegetables
31 Ancient
chariot
33 Fell in drops
35 Confronts
38 Charm
37 P ophet

SHE WENT OVER TO
A SCHOOL FOR GIFTED
CHILDREN,CHARLES.SHE
114114K5 THEY'RE 60IN6
TO GIVE HER TNIN6S...

Answer to Friday's Pante
A 1222 1300 OAD
Dela GUID CUM
000121 COU MOW
LICUMUM MODEM
BOO 1300
DUCCOU UUMMUU
C100
Me
CUMULI MOM=
1210121 COO
CUOMO DOWD
NUM CCU MUD
MGM MU MUD
QUM EE CU A

39 Got up
40 Grants use of
43 Goes by
water
40 Memorable
Yugoslav

48 Harvest
51 Siamese coin
53 Resort
56 French article
58 Yes, in 60
Across

Man Arrested
By FBI
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
- Donald Floyd Seay, 49,
was arrested by the FBI
Thursday on a charge of interstate transportation of
stolen videotape cassettes
of various Elvis Presley
films worth $8,400.
James Yelvington,
special agent in charge of
the FBI for Kentucky, said
an agent had filed a complaint against the
Louisvillian before a U.S.
magistrate.
That complaint charged
that Seay shipped 300
cassettes, which were
reproductions of
copyrighted Presley films,
from Louisville to an
undercover special agent
in Los Angeles.
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YOU ONLY

SENT ME
TO BED
WITHOUT
DINNER---

DEAR DR. LAMB - I'm
interested in what you can
take or eat for a laxative
instead of Ex-Lax and other
store-bought laxatives.
Could you name some things
other than prunes, raisins,
orange juice? I don't Like to
take laxatives. It can mess
up your bowels, can't it? Tell
me something about that,
too.
When I moved to South
Carolina from Louisiana I
had a bowel movement
about every day but when I
moved back here I only have
a bowel movement about
two times a week. Could it
be from what you eat? Send
me a pamphlet on this if you
have one and tell me what to
eat or drink.
DEAR READER - I'm
glad you recognize the dangers of developing a laxative

YOU DIDN'T MENTION
A MIDNIGHT SNACK

/OW
03kPIER•

TIalEY HAD A e•IG
HALF.PRICE SALE

c,4IEF,YOuR
ENTIRE oePARTive.hiT NEEDS A
LE550N IN GOOP
MANNERS,..

r

$350.00 weekly stuffins
envelopes. All ages. No
experience necessary.
For information send selfaddressed stamped
envelope to: Richard D.,
P.O. Box G8.4. Wakefield,
mass.111910
INTERESTED IN FREE
CHRISTMAS GIFTS???
Hostess; a needle craft
demonstration - receive
beautiful free gifts free
lessons in latch hook, embroidery, counted cross ditch and needle point.
Contact Lou Stroder at
502-436-2842. Don't Miss
out! Call Now! Today!
Alfraclive position for
man or woman of neat ap- •
pearance and good
character for pleasant
work, no lay-offs. Earning Opportunity $2.50.00 to
$350.00 to start. Advancement good benefits.
Education or experience
not necessary. Call
Paducah 443-6460 between
.8 a.m. and 10 a.m. ONLY!
Ask for Mr. Miller.
Salesclerk full time. Apply in person only after 3
p.m. Thurs. and Fri. or
anytime Sat. Sammon's
Bakery.
WO-rk at .home jobs'
available! Substantial
earnings possible. Call
504-6,418003 Ext. 1316 for
information.

ANIMALS
NEEDED

78 Model Down
12' by 55' For Sale.
Coll 7534193
after 6:00 p.m.

Only the

Doesn't like laxatives

SHE /-IAS NO IPEA 1-10W
OFTEN I SNEAK OUT FOR
GOLF

MY WiFE TI-INKS ALL PO
IS SIT AROUND TI-IE OFFICE
LOOKING AT MISS &MEN/

713-6901.

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

I PONT KNOW WHAT TO
PO ABOUT HfR, CHARLES..
514E NEVER LISTENS...

NANCY- WHAT'S
THE IDEA?

Shopping working
mothers. Daycare Satur
weekday afterdays
noons and fWenings Preschool children toddlers.

division to the City of Murray, Kentucky. The
plat of Pasco Subdivision is recorded in Deed
Book 87, Page 393 in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.
CERTTFIED AS APPROVED BY THE ZONING AND PLANNING COMMISSION OF THE
CITY OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY,ON THE 21st
DAY OF JULY,1981.
- ADOPTED ON THE SECOND READING ON
THE 8DAY OF OCT. 1981

HEALTH

Newspaper

44:0

habit. A number of laxative
preparations sold to the pubeel
-rff
lic do contain chemicals that
stimulate the contraction
and movement of the
bowels. Most of these, if
used regularly, do cause
poor bowel function. They
empty the bowel too soon
and then there is a long
waiting period for more
undigested food residue to
accumulate for normal funcONLY THE NEWSPAPER can be
tion. Such a habit can lead`to
saved, reread, clipped, donated,
or contribute to a spastic
kindled, wrapped, mailed
even
colon problem.
stuffed Newspapers are the
The bulk laxatives are
mostly inert and do not have
independent medium
the same chemical action.
These include Konsyl,
Have You Seen The
Metamucil, Movicol and
Prices On The New Cars?
Syliact. The action of differSave US. Buy my atlantis
ent laxatives is discussed in
blue Trans Am only 24,000
TheHealth Letter number
miles. Tinted windows
12-8, Laxatives, Enemas and
with t-top, full power, cast
Suppositories, which I am
aluminum wheels, tape
sending you at your request.
player, tilt wheel, custom
Others who want this issue
crushed velour bucket
can send 75 cents with a
seats and more. Phone
long, stamped, self753-4995 or 753-2825 before
addressed envelope for it to
5D.m.
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
in
10019. .
What you eat and drink
ion
condit
good
does indeed have a lot to do
for sale. Coll
with normal bowel function.
The best source of bulk for
7 5 3 - 340 3 .
normal function is in your
food. Apples are good as are
WANT A0
other fruits that contain
bulk. So are whole cereals
CUISSIF1CATIONS
that contain bran. Don't forlisted here it a ready reference
get a good bowl of hot oatthat will quickly help you locate
meal as a source of bulk.
the classitIcafton itJ art !oohing
And if you get dehydrated it
for
will affect your bowel funcI. legal Notice
of
plenty
drink
So
tion.
2. Notice
fruit
includes
liquids, which
3. Card of ?hanks
of
drink
juices and that best
4. In Memory
n
all for normal hydratio
S. lost and Found
water. It is also important
4. Help Wanted
not to overuse things that
9. Situation Wanted
may increase colon spasms,
10. Bus Opportunity
such as coffee.
11. I nstructtoos
DEAR DR. LAMB 12. Insurance
Would you give me some
13. For Sale or Trade
Information on Librax' I
14. Want To Buy
had a history of diarrhea for
IS. Articles For Sale
usual
the
I
had
many years.
14. Home Furnishings
usual
the
tests and got
Vacuum Cleaners
I/.
few
answers. These past
Sewing Machines
has
years the condition
19. Farm Equipment
improved while taking
N. Sports Equipment
Metamucil and Libra:, but I
Monuments
71.
still have gas in the lower
22. Musical
bowel. I have only been
73. Exterminating
nauseated twice in the past
74. Altscellaneous
six months. The doctor sug75. Business Services
gested gallbladder tests but
N. TV Radio
I had them two years ago
27. Mobile Home Sales
and don't want to go through
21 Mob Home Rents
that again.
21. Heating Cooling
dryness
causes
The Libras
Busiress Rental
10.
my
affects
and
in my mouth
31. Want To Rent
eyes I do not eat spices or
32, Apts For Rent
raw vegetables. I am 84
33. Rooms for Rent
years old. My family thinks I
34. Houses For Rent
am fine except for arthritis
33. Farms For Rent
pains.
34. For Rent Or lease
DEAR READER - I am
37. livesttxk-Suppliis
glad to hear you have done
30. Pets-Supplies
so much better Libras Is a
31. Poultry Supplies
,
a
Librium
of
tion
combina
40. Produce
an
and
lizer,
tranqui
41. Public Ssle
antispasmodic. It is often
42. Home loans
very helpful for people who
43. Rest Estate
4,have an irritable colon or in
44. lots For Sale
other digestive complaints.
43. Farms For Sale
It will cause dryness of the
&Hoaxes For Sale
--mouth as you have noted. 47. Motorcycles - 'aLT..11
Unless you had an acute
U. Auto Services
problem it is'whitely that
•
41. Used Cars
you would be a candidate for
It Used Trucks
gallbladder surgery in your
31. Campers
age group. You might be
32. Botts and Motors
sure to avoid coffee, tea,
53. Lances Offered
colas and cold drinks. And
34. Fa Trade
you might want to see if
35. Feed And Seed
avoiding all milk and milk
30. Free Column
products would improve
37. Wanted
your bowel function

I

XR75 Honda

°

Cats, Birds,
Monkeys ETC for TV
Commercials • Coll
Dogs,

(212) 757-6072. Or
apply 2-5 PM only

Coble World Productions 211 W 56 St,
Seite SD, NY.

Mr.
Fixit

NEW
TALENT

Painting, Carpentry
minor electrical and
plumbing repairs. Call
489-2559 after 5
p.m. or before 8 a.m.

Wonted for TV Commercials. UN (210)
757-6072 or apply 25 pm_. Cable
World Productions,
211W. 56 St., Saito
D, NY.

WE BUY
Gold, Silver, Diamond rings, class
rings, etc.

Gold &
Silver
Pawn Shop

Computer programmer
BS or AA required. RPG
language. Action Personnel 753-6532.

8 STORAGE BUILDING

Olympic Plaza

Open 9 a.m. to 8 p.m,
753-7113

All size storage buildings,
carports, greenhouses,
garages. All size
buildings panels. Custom
Built 753-0984.

w Entironmentcl Portraits ts
on Scenic Locations

a

Carter Studio
300 Moon

7518298

yi./=4
SITUATION.

If you would like to look
and feel like a new you attend the Lady Love Consultation at Gene & Jo's
Flowers. Each Tues. &
Thurs. at 7 p.m. Free door
prizes.

Will babysit in my home.
References. Call 753-0131.
handyman win do odd
lobs, also light hauling.'
Phone 753-3810.
Reliable babysitter will
baby sit for infants to two
years, day or night. Have
references. Phone 7538600.
: will babysit or stay with
elderly people. 435-4233.

PISTOLS
GALORE 7.65 Walthers; 25
Cal. Automatic, 38
Cal. Smith &
Wesson, 9 MM
Browning
Automatic, 45 Cal.
Navy Colt.

Lead guitarist to ioin
country rock band. 7591799.

11 INSTRUCTION
Tutoring - certified
English instructor. 12
years experience in cornposition, grammar,
literature. 753-6138.

Collectors
weapons, pistols,
rifles & shotguns.
Come in and see
our assortment.

Gold &
Silver
Pawn
Shop

Olympic Plaza

Open 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
753-7113
WNKJ 89.3 FM
radio with a
Special Sound.

Will do tutoring. 10 years
experience in education
with Masters Degree.
Also provide enrichment
lessons for advanced
students. Call 753-9650.
-

Private art lessons. Ex-,
perienced teacher MA.
Degree in art Children
and adults Phone 753/161

14. WANT TO BUY
Willet maple chest of
drawers and bed side
table. Call 753-4760.

5, LOSJ & FOUND

15. ARTICLES FOR SALE

Lost in Kroger area small
shaggy female white and
brown Benji type wire
haired terrier. Please
. contact Catina Williams
at 767 4006 or 753 8604.

FOR
SALE

1.0ST

Brown laackpock purse
in the Cherry Street
area. All I wont is my
billfold and belongingscards etc leave them
on porch et 419 Cherry
or colt 753-2646-no
questions asked.

•

Information on Alaskan
and Overseas Employment. Excellent income
potential. Call 1 312 7419780. Ext. 6062.

'from R-3 to P-0.
Lot No. 77 and No. 78 located in the Pasco Sub-

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

ed Person.
A proclamation for
employ the handicapped
week was signed by Murray Mpyor Melvin B.
Henley:'

6 HELP WANTED

1 LEGAL NOTICE

1 LEGAL NOTICE
Inamanar

55 pieces 4 x 8 partifita'board; two
front end loaders. .•
7534561
Do your Christmas Shopping early. Leather
purses, wallets, jackets,
belts. Custom made
minor shoe repair. Murray Leather Shop. Dixieland Center. /59.9633.

Oa.

Nu..IS THE NI KHAky..1.144111

'rm.,.Sahayas),161-$8,firr II, IqSI

la

fte
k
l
ARTI

27. MOBILEHOMES SALES

Hardy chr ysinthemums
cushion type, many col
ors $3.95 to $4.95. Hoff
man's Nursery 94 East

13. ROOMS FOR RENT

Partiafty furnished
Utilities included 20
1971 12x40 mobile home minutes walk from MSU
$210000 435 4555
Located 406 S 6th 753
69811
HOME FURNISHINGS
12x6ctrailer for sale. 1975
Frigeradaire refrigerator model, excellent 34 HOUSES FOR RENT
15 cu. ft. frost free, cop condition. Two bedroom
1
2. Fully Two houses near
per-tone color 8100 00. Call and bath /
carpeted. Call Brandon university. $100.00
753 4091.
Dill, Dill's Tr. Ct. 753 9104 deposit, 6108.00 per month
rent. Call 753 6114 after 6
Green couch for Sate. or nights 753-1551.
P-mGood condition. Call 7594655 after 4:30 any _week-_ 12x6a three bedroom 1 1/2 in between Coldwater
bath newty carpeted, parday.
tially furnished. $4500.00 and Mayfield. Two or
three bedrooms,
Stove, refrigerator, Call after 5 p.m. 753-4469.
tretrIgerator, stove and
washer, dryer and dinette
dishwasher furnished
Set. 498-8716. 436 2805.
28. MOBILE
Call 489-2775.
HOME
RENTALS
Chair with ottoman, radio
House eight rooms, bath,
console, piano, sofa, twin
screened in back porch,
beds complete, 20 ft,_chest Extra nice two bedroom
freezer. 753-1815 or 753- mobile home. Adults. garden space, garage.
Small well kept court. Been remodeled by City
1535.
$95.00 monthly. 753-8216 Community Developafter 5 .m.
ment. Low income family
22. MUSICAL
For rent two bedroom wanted. Call 753-3685.
house trailer on two
acres. 280 East. Call 436- Large, well -insulated,
VENOM. 2332.
redecorated house. Large
•
kitchen, built-in cabinets,
Your Are
Furnished two bedroom city water, garden,
Invited
mobile home with central garage. Near Murray.
heat. $175.013 a month. $175.00. References.
To A
Brandi's Tr. Pk. formerly Deposit. Couple. No pets.
Litton
Moody's call 753-8411.
753-7551

Microwave
Cooking School
Terrsday Night
Oct. 13-7:00

Mobile homes for rent Two bedroom house
in
753-3280.
Dexter $110.00 per month
plus deposit. Call 753-4661.
12x65 1973 furnished, central air. 7591987.
Four bedroom furnished
Home Entertainment
Two bedroom trailer for house one block from
rent. Nice furniture, front M.S.U. Call 753-8250 after
Center
porch, can have chickens 4:00 p.m.
753-7575
and hogs if you need to.
Home for rent in
$55.00 a month. 753-6791.
Panorama Shores three
Nead lead guitarist to join Trailer for rent. See bedroom, great room,
country rock band. 759- Brandon Dill at Dill's Tr. large kitchen, $250.00 a
month. 924-5307 or 92/Ct.
1799.
5421.
Fender Mustang electric 7. HEATING-COOLING
guitar with case 8295.00.
Two bedroom cottage, livEstroda Banjo with case
ing room, kitchen, full
$125.00 all excellent condibath. Located at Paris
tion. Phone 527-1729 BenLanding on the Coast
ton.
Guard Road. $125.00 a
month plus utilities.
Deposit required. 502-4362 EXTERMINATING
5353.
•
Three bedroom home one
bath, dining, living room,
Complete Inven- recently comprgtely
Fenced in
tory or Buck remodeled.
back yard, central gas
Stoves and heat, centrally located
near university. 753-3763
Related Products
after 4 p.m.
Lowest Prices In State
Three bedroom house
Or Kentucky
with 4/
1
2 acres on Bethel
Rd. 753-6940.
Save 50 0/ to 80% on

CLAYTON'S

1

1

this years home
heating bills
24..MISCELLANEOUS
Contact Calloway Co
Firewood $25.00 a rick.
Agent Steve Combs
436-2179.
753-4718 after 4:00
p.m. or may be seen
Firewood reasoned oak
and hickory cut to order.
at Bueil Stoves on
Bulk rates available. 753Cadiz Hwy,6tjaext
7585 or 753-7300.
to Red Mei
Wood burning stove with
Cadiz, Ky. Phone 522fan and jacket. 21/2 years
6891.
,old. 345-2135.
STOVE BOARDS, heavy
lined, 28" x 34", $8.99. 32"
x 42", $15.99. 36" x 54",
$22.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tenn.
Firewood
Order now and burn
seasoned wood this winter
436-2758.

Worohoeso
Shrove Spew
For Rost
7534751

41

PUBLIC SALE

Y ar.d Sale Oct. 9 and 10 at
Everett Inman Service
Station at Hardin across
IfOrn the 4 Way Freeze.
Brand name clothes for
entire family, furniture,
dishes, iewelry, coin
purses, drapes, sheers,
electric appliances,
cameras, jewelry boxes.
shoes and bags to match
all clors all saes Much
much morel In case Of
rain will be Oct. 14, 15.16
Moving Sale ar4.,-444.
Sun. 9-11. We have lawn
and garden equipment,
*Is, clothing, furniture,
boat and trailer, utility
trailer. East on 280 between 6 and 7 mile
marker. Or call 436 3632.

ANTIQUE
SHOW &
SALE
Oct 10 & 11
Sat 10 a mc80.m.
Sun 1 p m -5 On

43 REAL
SUPIR ASSUMPTIONS Yes you can!
There ore °hermits.,
methods of buying and
selling property,
however, and in many
cases they are "pre
beneficial to the buyer
and the seller than
troditionol methods
These alternative
methods will become
increasingly popular in
the need_ decode M
average hank, pnces
and prime mortgage interest rates incroose,
the demarxi for alternative methods of buying ondselling increcise
correspondingly. Currently, more than SO%
of all real estate transactions involve one or
more alternative financmeing methods
thods that ore
beneficial to both the
buyer and seller at property
methods
avoilable to yow•

$1.00
Murray High
SChool
501 Doran Rood

LORETTA.JOSS, REALTORS
lam &time
Mw
o, SnIUCky 412071
1502) 75T92

Speonored By, Maw.,Bond 11•••••••

Yard Sale 808 Olive St.
Fri. and Sat., 9-5 p.m. 7531815.
Garage Sale 220
Woodlawn Sat. and Sun.
Canceled if rains.
Yard Sale Sat. 8-??? at
2214 Gatesborough Cr.
Little girls size 6 months
to 2 toddlers, men,
women, boys and girls
clothes like new.
household items
bedspread and drapes,
bean bag chair,etc.

NEW usnA
11
/
2 story brick, 2100
sq. ft. of living space, 2
acres. Brown's Grove
area. only $38,000.
We manage Rental
Property for other
people for a small fee.
You'll like our Ser
vice.

38. PETS SUPPLIES

a PiliOnarr MANAGIUDIT

Issurowee
Rawl istote
Sealing& Cowl Sq.
Morrey, Rewbeeity
7514451

753-1222
ASSUMABLE
LOAN
Quality, beauty
and convenience
are a few of the adjectives that
describe this 3
bedroom, 2 bath
home, less than 4
years old. Home is
sparkling clean
and features a
family room,
fireplace with
wood stove, heat
pump and central
-air. Located 1 mile
north of Coldwater
on 121 North in the
Ben DeField Subdivision. Priced at
$44,500 through
Kopperud Realty,
711 Main Street.

Revolutionary New
Steel Stove

HUTCH REBEL

Boys
Custom

Carpenter
ShoO
cabinets. wood

work Irv, furniture reu.a.r
formica, replace wood in
Oed (aft It it$ wood wort(

Will inspec t and (lean mg cell 753 4124
chimneys 499 8958
Will sharpen hand saws.
Concrete and blocks and Chain saws and skill saws
WOO. easements, drive Call 753 4456
ways. sidewalks and
-NOM cellars 70 years
and clean
inspectWl
4 acre farm, half mile from 1911 Chevy Citation 4- experience and free chimneys e96 0959
toms on 94 East. six tenths of speed, air, power steer
estimates 753 5476
a mite blackloopee. 13 acres Mg, power brakes, LI
tendable, Ti timber For more warranty still on it $6600
ALCOA ALUMINUM
anformation call Purdom 1. All 4473
Misner's Clean up Sec SIDING or vinyl siding
Thurman Real Estate, 753
arid trim Aluminum trim
1973 Ford station wagon vice Yards basements for brick houses Jack
4451, Stay Wells. 153 1515 or
garages
Clean
up
and
full
power,
air
condition,
6551
Giles.
753
Geneva
Glover 713 1873
and odd lobs Phone 753
good running condition
SetX) or 753 1881
Automobile mathank
1375 03 753 9673
Secluded farm stead. 60
will do work on mitOmefie
"
aCtes include marketable- • 1973 Pontiac
one owner, K I. K Slump Removal and all gasoline engined
timber, tobacco base. low
Do you need stumps trucks All work dons
mileage,
cheap. 436
Tobacco barn to ac-- 5876.
removed from your yard guaranteed Call 437 4566".
commodate 3600 sticks,
Of land cleared of
pall stock barns, sulpher 1948 Dodge
stumps? We can remove
sedan four
springs and good well door excellent
stumps up to 24" below
Large well constructed Priced right 436condition
the ground, leaving only
5434
older farm house Just
sawdust and chips Call
right to be remodeled into 1912
for free estimate. Bob
Torino excellent con
a beautiful home. Large dition, good
Kemp 415 4343 or Bob
foyer with open stair case 8600 00 153 mechanically
Kemp, Jr 415 4319
2615, 759 4532
leading to bedroom on se
cond fJ,00r. Two
General Home and
1975 PONTIAC
fireplaces, plus electric
Mobile Home Repair. 15 All your plumbing and air
GAMMA
8210
heat. Large kitchen,
years experience
conditioning needs. Also
sun room. All this for only
Carpentry and c..--•ete.
One owner local car
do carpentry, painting,
$55,000.00. Call Spann
plumbing, roofing, siding
roofing and concrete All
Rt.:Ay Assoc. for avails
Free estimates. No iob to work done to satisfaction
Oldsmobile
753-7724.
small Days 474 2359, 753-9122.
nights and weekends 474
Pontiac
Alexander Septic Tank
2276.
Cadillac
Cleaning. yacuum (lean
Fence sales at Sears now,
r driveway
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
1406W Main /535315
Call Sears 753 1310 for edfr
Industrial,yoresidential.
built-in appliances Must
free
estimate
for
your
commercial. 14 hour ser
sell. 130,000. Call 4892670. 1972 Torino excellent con
needs
vice_ Call 753 5933 .
Two bedroom house for dition. Good mechanical
Carpet Cleaning Clean
sale or rent Call 7530412. ly. 753 2615.759 4532.
odor free carpet, last APPLIANCE SERVICE
KENMORE,
Six room two bedroom For sale
1971 Ford Galax' longer and smells better
WHIRLPOOL.
home for sale, built in ap- ie.
Good tires and body, in For free estimates call WESTINGHOUSE 20
pliances near shopping great
running condition. 'eft's Carpet Cleaning, years experience, Bobby
center. Corner lot. Phone Call 492-8974.
7534826. E xperienced and
•
Hopper, Bob's Appliance
753 1276 or 753 1528.
reliable.
Service 203 S 5th St 753
1915 Buick Limited,63,000 e,
4872 or 753
Very nice three bedroom miles. 5.1095.00 753 9710.
11
/
2 bath house with car 1976 Ford Pinto air condi
Guttering by Sears Sears
port. Priced in the 30's. tion, 4 speed, good
continuous gutters install
Also four bedroom mileage, good condition.
ed per your specifica
custom built home in 767-4783.
We sped011141 in
horn Call Sears 753 2310
Canterbury. Call 753-3903.
never rust Plastic
for free estimate
SOUSED TRUCKS
Wells. instoil water
A sunny VA loan locked in
r all your upholstery
101/2 percent. Three 1973
lines and water
needs call Wayside
internatior
farm
bedroom brick, family truck. 14
Upholstery. We do fur
supply systems.
ft flat bed price
room with fireplace, 11
/
2 $2850.1:10.
niture, cars, recreational
Call
751
8061
bath, closed garage, fenc
ROYSTER
vehicles, boats and so
ed in back yard, neat and 80 GMC Van conversion.
forM. Experienced and
&
MCA
LOIN
clean, good location. Fully customized with
qualified in all these lines
WELL DRILUNG
$4500.00 down and a sunny refrigerator, sink, stereo,
Many fabrics and vinyls
loan _Call 751 -5562.
901464-3476
couch (converts into
to choose from. Call Euel
and Marie Kimbro 753
Three bedroom home one bed), rally wheels,
bath, dining, living room, custom paint and cap- P•F fes.-lional 5.361 or 753-6488
recently completely tains chairs. 13,000 miles paperhanging, painting,
farm buildings, top, sides. We shampoo carpets
remodeled. Fenced in Reply to 753-501/.
back yard, central gas 1974 Jeep, CJ5 27,000 ac- Commercial or guaranteed references,
residential. Call Tremon reasonable 159 9633
heat, centrally located tual miles, hard top, gum
near university. 753-3763.
bo mudders, small V8, 3- Farris. 759-1987.
Need work on your trees?
Home for sale by owner, speed. Call 7537788.
Topping, pruning, stiap
1505 Oak Dr., excellent JEEPS, CARS, PICKUPS
ing, complete removal
lieet-11._ASINglea_.condition, immediate from $35. Available at
and more. Call &OVER'S
possession. Three local Gov't Auctions. For
*foresees. -AN
TREE SERVICE,for pro
feed. free
bedroom brick over 1400 Directory call Surplus
fessional tree care. 753bilisses Cal 759.1659
sq. ft. living area. Fully Data Center 415 330 7800.
8536.
er 75
carpeted. Phone Paducatt
.
before 5:00 p.m. 554-4111 1978 Jeep Penegade CJ -7,
or after 5:00 p.m. 55/- low mileage. 753 4647 Concrete and blocks and SEASONED FIREWOOD
18".24"
7580. Ask for Ken Adams. after 6:00 p.m.
brick. Basements, Mixed hardwoods
50
a rick
available.
$27
House for safe furnished
driveways, sidewalks and
John
or unfurnished, carpet 1966 Chevrolet truck 283 storm cellars. 70 years delivered. Call
throughout, t large bedrooms engine good condition: experience and free Boyer at 1518536.
and large livikg S475.00.7511736.
estimates. 753 5476.
Asphalt driveways and
room. Dining room,
in
parking lots sealed by
P
&
D
Lawn
Service
Mow
kitchen, bath room,
CAMPERS
51
mg, small tree and hedge Sears. For free estimates
utility room and built 'in
car garage. 11
/
2 blocks 1976 GMC Midas motor trimming. Free call 753-2310.
from M.S.U. Look it over home 22 ft. long, excellent Estimates, 436-2997.
MOBILE HOME
and give me a bid. No real condition. Sleeps six, AAA CUSTOM MADE ANCHORS- underpinning,
estate brokers please. 206 $9000.00. Call 247 4170 CABINETS, bookcases, roof's sealed, patio awnafter 5:10 p.m.
S. 15th, 759-4702.
music centers, etc ings, and house type roofs
Home for sale by owner. 1977 Lark pop-up camper. Reasonable 436 2566
for mobile -homes. 753
Sleeps
eight,
new
ACDC
16 m iles south of Murray
1873. Jack Glover
refrigerator,
stove and
Johnson's Electric. Comnear Ky. Lake. Neat two
sink.
Extra
nice. Phone
mercial and residential Steam cleaning portable
bedroom all year frame
wiring, gas installed and motors equipment shop
home. Three improved 4892323.
floors - garages house
repairing 753-7203.
lots, separate septic and
siding roofs tiler shake,
200 amp service for 52. BOATS & MOTORS Import auto
salvage parts metel, mildew removing
mobile home can be used
for most foreign cars. Pierceall Cleaning 753
as added income. Only 16 ft bass boat 40 hp Have
used tires, bat 8148. 759 4471
$25,500. Call 436-5849.
Johnson, trailer, depth teries, etc. 474 2325.
finder and trolling motor,
1750.00. May be seen at Small Engine Shop has
4 MOTORCYCLES
201S 7th
moved to 1001 E. Glen
1975 350 Honda
dale. Fixes -chain saws,
oat, Grovel, Sand,
combination road ahd 1981 24 ft. Kayo? Pontoon tillers, and
lawnmowers iredonio Lime ancll
1
2
trail bike. Excellent boat with motor. Used 2/
months, good price. Call All small motors Phone
condition. Call 43 72744.
irt 753-4776
753-4590.
753-9572 after 4:30p.m.
1978 YZ80 excellent
shape. 753 3648 after 6 14 ft. fiberglass boat and Bur Dot CerarniCa ()Pen Will remove dead Of un
trailer $100.00. Call 751 9:00 a.m. til 10:00 p.m. wanted trees. Call for free
p.m.
Monday Friday. Classes estimates before 2:30.
1979 Honda Odyssey price 3613.
and supplies. 474-2708.
753-5484.
reduced.436-254.
Custom made leather
jackets, trousers, hats.
Minor shoe repair. Mur
ray Leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.

76-747Arrs75nrr.

HOUSE AND 80
acres
Attractively
remodeled 3
bedroom home
and 80 acres
located 13 miles
northwest of Murray. Land includes
several acres of
good timber and
approximately 30
acres tendable. Offered at only
$62,500 through
Kopperud Realty,
711 Main.

Toy Um
Barnett

Dial 753-1492
To Preview Property Prior To

Auction

Saturday, October 17, 10:00 a.m.

WALLIS DRUG

Preview Showing.

*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SA11

TICS
ADING BRANDS OF COSMi
PRODUCTS
()STOW
•HOWSTER
tree DIP4i*PIV Oft Press notion.in(its

I inns.

A

Good Looks and Fuel Efficiency
1.1e*

HUTCH REBEL
Yes, there's 7 acres Imill included with this property located
west of Murray.

Fireplace Insert
Newest innovation hn hre
place inSerts Tripe *ad
airtight plate steel con•
structiOn Cast iron doors
and solid brass decorative
trim are standard Unit includes a 550 CFM motor
ana decorator surround
El:witty popular as a tire
place insert or tree stand
ing stove Avoid* in
sizes 30 36 40

•

For your private showing, directions to property and
astistance with finance call 753-1492.

45

Auctioneer

•

CLAYTONS

OF FE RE

insulation blown in by
Seers Save on these high
heating and coating bills
Call Sears 753 2310 for
free estimate

WELL
DRILUNG

Secluded farmette with
stock barn in North
CallbwaY Couirry
$75,000.00. Call after 5
p.m. 759-1644.

Golden Retreiver AKC
registered one year old.
Go West,
Excellent with children.
Young
Man
intelligent
dog
Very
BUSINESS RENTALS $100.00.
Beautiful 3
Doghouse also
Lombard chain saws and
available. Phone 753-9571
bedroom exservice. Stokes Tractor,
Business space for rent Six month old Black
INclustrial Rd.
ecutive
home on
next to Tucker TV Sales. Great Dane, full
Custom made rifle case, Call 753-2900 or 753-4524.
Highway 94 just
ears,
cropped
pedigree,
slings, leather clothing.
West of Murray Cifully obedience trained.
Murray Leather Shop,
APTS.
FOR
RENT
ty Liznits.Formal
32.
Call Sal, 753-9101, 753Dixiel; 'Id Center. 759gerdining room,living
6527.
9633.
Large one bedroom
Workshop
room, den, large
Rural mail boxed, used, apartment near hospital Dog Obedience
with or
game room,
in very good condition. 85 furnished or unfurnished. Oct. 17th & 18th
to sell, only $2.00 each. 3 Adults only, no pets." without dog. Covers how
tastefully
most
for $5.00.502-442-1727.
Lease and deposit re- dogs learn and the
decoratedthrougho
techniquired. Call 753-9208 after modern training
ut. Private setting
CHIMNEYS, ALL fuel, 4p.m.
ques. How to get the most
triple wall pipe, 6" x 30",
and convenient
of yOur "dog dollars."
Furnished one bedroom out
$20.99; 8"x30", $29.99; apartment near Nationally known trainlocation. Phone
miles
installation kit,6",$29.99i
Murray. 753- ing director. Eight
753-1222, Kopperud
Murray at Glen8", $42.99. Wallin downtown
of
South
4109, 436-2R44.
Realty in Murray.
dhenmere Kennels. 436Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
HOME AND
Wood for sale -$25.00 a Two bedroom apartment 2858.
130 ACRES
rick. Call 489-2103 or 489- for rent, range, over, Black & rust AKC Doberrefrigerator, dishwasher, man registered puppies,
2231,
130 acre farm with
disposal, washer and
attractive 2
KERO-SUN heaters: -dryer hookup, air, carpet. $85.00. Mother of puppies
Moonlighter, _$154.99; No pets. One year lease "excellent with small
bedroom home
Radiant 8, $162.99; and $225 deposit required. children. Call 759-4651
and several out,
p.m.
after
5
Radiant 10, $209.99; $225 per month. Phone
buildings only 8
Radiant 36, $212.99; 7512622 or 753 3865.
Now taking deposits for
miles southeast of
Ornini 85, $218.99;
AKC Registered LaborMurray. Acreage
Director, $254.99. Wallin For rent two bedroom dor Retreiver pyps, solid
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
apartment $175.00 a black. Call 753-8918 durIncludes approximately 55 tenWOOD HEATERS. ,month. 1301B Peggy Ann. ing business hours.
deluxe cabinet, brick Call 753-8411.
A IC C- Registered
dable acres. Being
lined fire box, cast irori Furnished apartment for Doberman puppies. 759
sold to settle
grates and doors, lift off rent two blocks from 4588 or 753 7637.
estate. Phone 753cook surface top, $239.99. MIL/. SedroOM, bath;
1222, Kopperud
Two speed blower, $59.99. kitchen, living room Four month old black and
Wallin Hardware, Paris, 190.00 a month plus tan miniature dachsund
Realty, for Real
Tenn.
service in Real
utilities. Phone 753-8250 for sale (registered).
Price is negoitable. Call
SPECIAL SALE - Mar- after 4 p.m.
Estate.
753-3134.
ble chips 50 lb. bag $1.99,
spaghnum peat moss 4 Cu. Newly decorated one
ft. bale $7.69, peat moss, bedroom apartment
potting soil, top soil, cow $175.00 per month. Call
manure - 40 lb. bag $1.49. Spann Realty Associates
COAST TO COAST Cen- 753-7724.
tral Shopping Center.
Lakefront apartment for
Nikon 43-86 zoom lens rent, Pine Bluff Shores.
$180.00. Phone 527-1729 Box 1040E.
Newly decorated one
Benton.
bedroom apartment
a Airtight and firebrick lined with
cast iron doors PlateVeel
Firewood for sale $25.00 a $175.00 per month. Call
Associates
Realty
construction Your choice of plated
rick delivered. Call /36. Spann
753-7724.
trim in Brass Copper
2744 after 5 p.m.
Or N ckel Top or rear
Small unfurnished two
mount collar
Chevette motor; 1976 4- bedroom apartment near
▪ speed Trans and.,car campus. Stove,
▪ parts. Call 5279321.
refrigerator, water provided. $105.00 per month.
Toshiba photo copy Call 489 2744.
machine $700.00. Call 7530053.
Two bedroom apartment
close to hospital. Deposit
DOUBLE DOOR
required. No pets.' 7fi'l
26. TV • ADIO
7809.
;,peiff_tia
SOME 00011
Amilsbie
41-•
REPOSSESSED
"
Nice two bedroom•
rr. Sass $11
townhduse apartment.
25"COLOR TV
Under Warranty, Carpeted, central heat
and air, range,
talus sop payments
refrigerator, disposer,
dishwasher, washer
dryer hook-up. 753-7559 Or
753-7575
753-7550.

SE V

PUROOM'S

43. REAL ESTATE

Six room two bedroom
home for sale, built in appliances near shopping
center, corner lot. Phone
753-1276 or 753-1528.
Greet location great
price. You get over 2200
sq. ft. in this brick three
bedroom two bath country homeirith an oversized living room, large
For sale or rent one family room plus
bedroom cottage near separate dining room.
Panorama Shores $85.00 Low utility bills with the
per month. Phone 753- two wood burning stoves.
5750.
Also has central air, fenc37. LIVESTOCK-1 ed yard, garage and attic
storage space. Relax and
SUPPLIES
let your family spread out
/
2 acres and only
One-two" horse /railer.'-Over 11
Priced to sell. Call Iwo minutes from town.
daytime 753-5671, nights. Call today, Spann Realty
Assoc. 753-7724.
753-3430.
Seven month old gaited
saddle colt natural recker
$400.00. Call 753-0224 after
5 p.m.

trvi

Oldsmobile Carttass
Supreme Power, lilt,
cruise. AM FM cassette,
rear defog, low mileage
104517
ft 73 Ambassador
automatic. power steer
45 FARMS FOR SALE ing, brakes. excellent
For rent, WS*,or sale SO. condition Phone 759 1789
ih re cattle farm near 1975 Mustang II lour
Crossland Also hay for cylinder, 4 speed cm
5.,
751
4362689

WOW Almost or acre.
mos”V Rankage Calloway
County, Ky
Only
11 000 110 Write DiM P
0 Box 391947 Miami
Beach Fla. 13139

urray Lumber Co.
Inc. 1,4"471r.

Murray Lumber Co.
104 Maple St

Dan Miller
Jai+ this space for further At-tails or callow of our Century
21 Associates
.1/,,.

,
e A

Murray, Ky
4111.
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I Obituaries
Bailey Rites
Are Sunday
Services for Leon
Ilailey, Paducah, will be
at 3:30 p.m. Sunday at the
chapel of the Lindsey
Funeral Home, Paducah,
with burial to follow in a
cemetery there.
Bailey, 76, died Friday
at the Western Baptist
Hospital. Born in
CCallowIoW1,1 was
the son of the late James
'H. Bailey and Betty
McKinney Bailey. He was
a member of a Baptist
Church.
Survivors include his
widow, Edna Bailey; two
sisters, Era Davis and
Mary Bailey, Cape
Girardeau, Mo.; a
brother, Bedford Bailey,
East Prairie, Mo.; a
sister-in-law, Louise
Bailey, and a nephew,
Martin Bailey, Jr., Rt. 2,
Murray.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Chambers
Dies At Home
William Corbet
Chambers, 71, a retired
farmer, died at his home
Friday.
He is su ived by one
sister, Mrs. Lewis(Odell)
Donaldson, Route 6, Murray; two brothers, Robert
Chambers, Route 3, Murray, and Willis
Chambers, Sterling
Heights, Mich; and
several nieces and
•
nephews.
Funeral services will
be • at the BlalockColeman Funeral Chapel
at 2 p.m. Sunday. Friends
may call after 1 p.m. today.
Burial will be in the
New Jenny Ridge
Cemetery.

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) - Twenty of Kentucky's 344 banks will be
asked to comment on a
system developed to
determine whether state
deposits are used to encourage economic
development.
A debate on the issue
began several months
ago when the state
Investment Commission
moved to adopt an investrent goal calling for the
highest possible return on
state deposits.
Treasurer Drexel!
Davis is on one side of the
argument, maintaining
the goal could mean
removing state deposits
from Kentucky banks infavor of higher rates offered by those outside the
state.
Kentucky banks use the
state deposits to make
local economic-development loans, according to
Davis.
But Deputy Finance
Secretary Gene Smith
and other finance officials argue that there is
no evidence to support
Davis'argument.
A method for measuring a bank's lending activity was developed by
the Office of Investment
and Debt Management
and presented to the
commission Wednesday.
It proposes a rating

system in three areas,
where banks would be
given a certain number of
„points based on how
many and what types of
loans they make.
The first would be a
bank's loan-deposit ratio.
If, for example, a bank
perloaned less than
cent of its deposits, it
would- receive a minus-10points under lb-rating
system.
An 80-85 percent loandeposit ratio would give
the bank 30 points.
The second area would
involve the types of loans
a bank makes.
Loans to brokers or individuals to carry
securities or loans to
other financial institutions would result in a
loss of up to 10 points
because they are "not
considered vital to spurring local economies," the
proposal said.
A bank could gain up to
30 points, however, by
making a high
percentage of its loans for
commercial real estate
or other commercial purposes, consumers and
projects secured by real
estate.
The final area to be
,- neasured would be the
ratio of state deposits to a
bank's total deposits; thr?..
greater the percentaE. of
state deposits, the ; ,wer a

po
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bank would score.
If the ratio exce .ded 10
percent, a bank would be
ineligible for any
additional state deposits.
Dr. James Ramsey,
director of investment
and debt management,
said about 15 of Kentucky's 344 banks currently have a ratio of between 12 and 15 percent.
The proposal stressed
that the measuring
system was not designed
to judge the soundness of
a bank. But it probably
will be used in the future
as the state decides
where to deposit its
money.

Various churches have
announced services and
meetings for Sunday,
Oct. 11.
7TH AND POPLAR
John Dale will speak
about "The Way We
Were" with scripture
from John 3:1-8 at the
8:30 and 10:40 a.m. services and about "What
Can I Do For The Lord?"
Withscripture from John
21:15-22 at the 6 p.m. service at the Seventh and
" Poplar Church of Christ.
Assisting in the services will be Ray Karraker, Jerry Bolls, Steve
Dublin, Jim -Shultz,
Charles Reed, Danny
Cleaver, Edgar Rowland,
Joe Garland, James 0
Lamb, Jack Rose, MikE
Lyons, Billy Nix, Garry
Evans, Adrian Cloys, Ed
West, Emmanuel ManFRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) ners, Jim Sinter, Glen B.
- The Kentucky Commis- Gibbs,and Steve Steele.
Bible study will be at
sion on Human Rights
approved a settlement Fri- 9:45 a.m.Sunday.
UNIVERSITY
day in which a Louisville
Talmadge Jones,
beer distributor agreed to
pay a woman $2,950 to set- prison chaplain, and
tle her allegations of sex Wayne Williams will be
the speakers at the serdiscrimination.
Margaret Schacklette of vices at the University
Louisville charged that Church of Christ.
Jones will speak about
Dixie Beer Distributors
denied her employment as "The Fuel Shortage"
a sales route driver with scripture from Matthew 25:1-12 at the 10:30
because of her sex.
The company denied any a.m. service. Williams
discrimination or violation will speak about "Four
Letter Words" with scripof the law.

Commission
Okays
Settlement

Hospital Reports
Adults 136
Nurserry 12
10-6-81
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Walker, Baby Girl
(Christi), Rt. 3 Bx. 172,
Murray.
Parker, Baby Boy(Lin-

Congressmen Shocked
Following TVA Decision
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) - The Tennessee
Valley Authority's decision to give top power
system managers huge
bonuses has shocked
many of the region's congressmen - some of
whom have vowed to
short-circuit the plan.
Sen. Jim Sasser, I)Tenn., sent TVA Chairman Charles Dean a letter Thursday asking the
agency's three directors
to reconsider their
decision to give key
managers bonuses of up
to $36,000.
Sasser said if they don't
reconsider, he will introduce legislation to
reverse their action.
The bonuses, for
selected managers who
pledge to stay with the
agency for at least three
years, were approved
Wednesday in an effort to
keep highly trained executives from taking
better-paying jobs with
private utilities.
The bonus program will
cost $1 million a year, and
will be paid for with
money from electric bills
seven-state federal
of
utility's 2.8 million
customers.
Studies of TVA by a
Reagan transition team
and a Senate committee
led by Majority Leader
Howard Baker, R-Tenn.,
recommended
management pay
increases.
But Sasser said the
bonus plan violates the 4year-old federal pay cap,

OPP

Twenty Banks To Comment
About Investment System

which limits raises for
government employees
earning more than ;50,000
a year.
He said, it also violates
the TVA Act, which says
no employee can receive
a higher salary than the
directors, who by law
now earn ;52,250. The
Act, however, gives the
directors authority to set
employees' compensation.
Herb Sanger, TVA
chief counsel, said the
agency believes the
bonuses are legal compensation. But Sasser
wasn't persuaded.
, "I find it difficult to
believe that the Tennessee Valley Authority
is accurate in its statement that it is losing its
top managers because its
only paying $52,250 a
year," Sasser said.
"Is this the same top
management team that
misjudged the electrical
needs of the Tennessee
Valley area and as a
result started
construction on nuclear
power plants that are now
being shut down ... and
that the ratepayers are
paying for now ?,,tie said.
Rep. Robin Beard, RTenn. and a likely candidate for Sasser's job in
next year's election, also
questioned the plan's
legality. Beard said he
would ask W. Thomas
Dillard, acting U.S. attorney for East
Tennessee, for a legal
opinion.

da),506 N. 5th, Murray.
Rex Jackson, Rt. 1,
Farrell, Baby Girl Hazel, Dorothy R. Gean,
(Jacqueline), 1804 Col- Rt. 1 Bx. 132, Paris„ ,
lege Farm Rd., Murray.
Tenn., Sylvia J. Wyatt,
Bushart, Baby Girl Rt. 2, Benton, Sherry D.
(Debra), Rt.1 , Gilbert- Edwards, 524 Broad,
sville.
Murray, Julio C. Alverez,.
Arkless, Baby Girl
- aville, Martin,
(Deborah), Rt. 7 Bx. 183, Tenn.
Mayfield.
Tammy L. Barnett,
Henley, Baby Girl (Cin- ‘Rt. 3 Bx. 367, Murray,
dy), Rt.5, Mayfield.
Glenn E. Garwood, Rt. 6
DISMISSALS
Bx. 162, Murray,Erma L.
Mary F. Dillingham, 8 Wilson, 235 Riviera, MurShady Oaks, Murray, ray, Marietta Wells,
Wanda J. Ballard, 405 N. Westview, Murray, BarCherry, Murray, Annette bara A. Canup, Rt. 1,
M. Fales and Baby Boy, Hardin, Earl D. Clayton,
Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn., 806 Guthrie, Murray.
Susan Amelia Higdon and
Colon 0. Jones, Rt. 1
Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Fancy Ex. 123, Kirksey, George
Farm, Nancy Ruth Black Kerby Jennings, 221 N.
and Baby Girl, B10 Fox 13th, Murray, Noel ParMeadows, Murray.
rish, Cr. Bx. 48P, New
Cheryl D. Collins, Rt. 1, Concord, Bodie L. Call,
Puryear, Tenn., Joetta K. 236 W. Main, Dresden,
Powell, P. 0. Bx. 24, Cot- Tenn., Sarah E. Hargis
tage Grove, Tenn., (expired), 300 S. 12th,
Dorothy C. Warren, Rt. 1, Murray.
Sedalia, Nathan D. Pritchett, Rt. 1, Dexter, Adults 135
James J. Brannon, 1523 Nursery 10
Canterbury, Murray, 10-7-81
Russell D. McCuan, Bx.
NEWBORN
35, Lynnville.
ADMISSIONS
Homer G. Bullard, Rt. 2
Todd, Baby Girl (JenBx. 253P, Murray, Joe nifer), Rt. 1, Murray.

King, Baby Girl (Jennifer), Rt. 8 Bx. 475, Murray.
DLSSMLSSALS
Jeanie C. Sheridan and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Robin S. Hicks and Baby
Girl, 805 S. 4th, Murray,
Myron D. Vanleer, Bx.
8153 Woods Hall,
Murray, Johnnie L.
Mizell, P. 0. Bx. 102,
Murray, Hallie H.
Nelson, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Anita Harwell, Bx. 6625
Elizabeth Hall, Murray.
Hilda R. Jackson, 301
Pine, Murray, Thomas A.
Lossner, Bx. 2384 Univ.
Sta., Murray, Jessie C.
Barker, Rt. 3 Bx. 165,
Paris, Tenn., Judy K.
Hughes, J2 Murray
Manor, Murray, Maggie
E. Williams, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Frank Ivan Baker, Rt. 4
Bx. 230B, Murray.
Lorene D. Madrey, Rt.
5 Bx.686, Murray, Hunter
Love, 503 Poplar, Murray, Hattie F. Elkins,
1613 Hamilton, Murray,
Howard Thorn, Dexter,
Samuel J. Nanney, 505 S.
16th, Murray, Edith
Cohoon, 404 N. 5th, Murray.
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lure from Romans 8:1-8
at the 6 p.m. service.
Assisting in the service
will be' Ernie Bailey,
Leroy Eldridge, Hamp
W. Brooks, George
Gallagher, Jimmy Ford,
Jim Feltner, B. J.
McMichael, Duane
Dycus, Allen Pool, Ronny
Stubblefield, Steve
Welter, Kyle Wall, Prentice Dunn, Tommy Reid,
David Thompson, and
Barry Grogan.
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Dr. Glenda Webb,
Madisonville, will speak
about "Who, What,
Where, and Why Is A
Minister?" with scripture
from Isaiah 6:1-8 at the
10:45 a.m. service at the
First Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ). The
Murray church is participating in the annual
pulpit exchange of the
West Area Christian
Churches.
The guest is the
associate pastor of the
First Christian Church at
Madisonville where she
has served from the past
34'2 years. Prior to that
she served as co-pastor of
the church at Elkton for
41-2 years. Her husband,
David Webb, is West
Area Minister of the
Christian Church in Kentucky with offices in
Madisonville. They have
two children, Shawn and
Patricia.
Assisting in the services will be Margaret
Boone, choir director,
Maxine Clark, organist,
Jim Stickler, David
Eldredge, Harlan
Hodges, Frances
McKeel, Dana Bullock,
Jack Gibbs, Betty Gore,
Hester Gray, George
Landolt, Ann McKeel,
Fred Wells, Matthew
Jones, Dr. and Mrs. Ron
Cella, Dr. and Mrs. Dave
Eldredge, Lynn
Eldredge, Maurine Loftin, and Sarah Van Meter.
Sunday School will be
at 9:30 a.m.
MARTIN'S CHAPEL
The Rev. Thomas
Small, pastor, will speak
about"0 For The Love of
Christ" with scripture
from H Corinthians 5 at
the 11 a.m. service at the
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church.
A solo will be sung by
the pastor. Ralph Robertson will direct the music
with Ricky Cunningham
as pianist.
Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
The Grace Baptist
Church will begin a
revival meeting at 6 p.m.
Sunday with the guest
speaker to be the Rev.

1111111111111.411111111110iiiiiniii11111111..:Ilin
Roy Gibson, pastor of Church Training at6 p.m.
New Harmony Baptist
FIRST METHODIST
Church in Marshall CounThe First United
ty.
Methodist Church will
Services will be at 2 have only one morning
p.m. and 7 p.m. each day worship service at 10:50
throughout the week, ac- with the Rev. Russ Montcording to the church fort, Nashville, Tenn„ as
pastor, the Rev. R. J. speaker. He will speak at
Burpoe, who will speak at the services at 7 p.m.
the 10:50 a.m.service.
Sunday and also at 7 a.m.
Leland Peeler will and 7 p.m., Monday,
direct the music with-Tuesday and Wednesday.
Dwane Jones as organist .__ *reception in honor of
and Terry Downey as the guest speaker will be
pianist. The Mixed at 6 p.m. in the social
Ensemble and Choir will hall. A film on the Holy
sing Sunday morning and Land will be shown at 5
the Youth and Adult p.m.
Choir will sing Sunday
Paul Shahan will direct
evening.
the Chancel Choir with
Sunday School will be Bea Farrell as organist
at 9:45 a.m.
and Drew Cremisco and
FIRST BAPTIST
Jeff Manwaring as
The Rev. Dr. Bill Whit- trumpeters. The Carol
taker will speak about and Chapel Choirs,
The Other Miracle At directed by Carol ThompDamascus" with scrip- son, will also present
ture from Acts 9:10-25 at special music.
the 10:45 a.m. service,
EL
and about "When The
The pastor, the Rev.
Lord is Revealed" with James T. Garland, will
scripture from II Thess. preach at the 11 a.m. wor1:5-12 at the 7 p.m. ser- ship service and the Rev.
vice at the First Baptist Paul R. House will
Church.
preach at the 7 p.m. worAssisting in the ser- shop service at the Hazel
vices will b e the Rev. Baptist Church.
G.T. Moody, associate
House is a student at
pastor, B.C. Grogan, Southern Baptist
deacon of the week, and, Theological Seminary
Wayne Halley, minister and is speaking in conof music. Special music junction with Southern
will be by Judy Henry, Baptist Seminary Day
Gale Vinson., and the which is being observed
Church Choir with Joan by the churches in Blood
Bowker as organist and River Baptist AssociaVicki Sorrow as pianist.
tion.
An After Church
Music for the services
Fellowship will, be In will be under the direchonor of Randy and Vicki tion of Gene Orr Miller
Sorrow who will be leav- with Oneida White as
ing next week for pianist and Gwyn Key as
Lithonia, Ga., to reside. organist. Special music
He has been minister of will be by Oneida White
youth at the local church and the Youth Choir.
for the past three years.
Sunday School will be
Sunday School will be at 9:45 a.m. and Church
at 9:30 a.m. and Church Training will be at6 p.m.
Training at6 p.m.
PLEASANT GROVE
Laity Sunday will be
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
The Rev. Dr. Jerrell observed at South PleaWhite, pastor, will speak sant Grove lUnited
about "The Sin of Car- Methodist Church during
nality" with scripture 10:45 a.m. worship serfrom Romans 8:6 and vices.
James 1:13 at the 10:50
Dr. Mel Page will be
a.m. service at the the lay speaker and R. L.
Memorial Baptist Cooper will lead the worChurch. Kerry Letter- ship service. Special
man will serve as deacon music will be presented
of the week.
by the combined adult
Tim McCoy, third year choirs directed by Sheila
student at the seminary James with Olivene Erat New Orleans, La., and win as organist and Tomsummer missionary in my Gaines as pianist.
Malaysia, will speak at
Sunday School begins
the 7 p.m. service as part at 9:45 a.m.„ Youth
of the Blood River Fellowship at 6 p.m., and
Association's Seminary evening worship at 6:30.
Day.
The evening sermon by
Milton Gresham will the pastor, Dr. Paul
direct the music with Blankenship, will be enMargaret and Michael titled "Concerning Those
Wilkins as accompanists. Who Are Asleep" based
Church Teaching will on I Thessalonians 4:13be at 9:40 a.m. and 5:11.

EMBER HEARTH IS BACK!
HERM
EMBER
burninu s:ovps

Wood
ki-vp you wurmo dm! rtcho

Yes Murray The
Ember Hearth Wood Stove
Is Back in Town and Now
Available Exclusively At:

ark Log Homes

Stove Shoppe
Also Featuring:

WA Approved
KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

•Defiancp-Old Timer-Knight*
Wood Stoves, Furnaces, Inserts
TOMMY & GAYLE MILLER WELCOME AS THEIR PARTNERS
PEARLY & CHARLOTTE McCLURE
(FORMERLY MANAGERS OF-THE FIREPLACE SHOPPE)

1982 Cargo Van

ZARK LOG HOMES

Ideal Utility Van
Now In Stock

_Stove Sho

•

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
QOMJTY
mums PARTS
753-2617

GM

641S.
Murray

Hwy 121 By-Pass

GOMM WYK=PARTS 1:1111011 -

Quality Stoves
1041111MIKNIMP4

I.

753-6774

Quality Service

Murray, Ky.

